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Tlte Games and Puzzles Journal. Apologies for the late appearance of this issue. Itve

attowuetoworkonmyotherproJects,suchastheChessays.

Actual publication date for this issue is 23 April 1989. I hope to catch up by issue L2 at least.
Games Monthly. My prediction that this magazine looked like a stayer could not have
been ilffii6fr$ITToloed after only four issues. Nominally it is being incorporated into Games
International, but this appears to be only a commercial deal, allowing the latter to take over
the formerrs subscription list and distribution network, not a combining of editorial input.
Games International. This, the third of the new games magazines, at last reached me

atiss@scription,askingforittostartatNo.1,butitSeemSthatbackissues
are already unavailable. The address is: Lamerton House, 23a High Street, Ealing, London
W5 5DF. In format it is between Games Monthly and Games Review - with larger type than
thelatter,colouronlyonthecover|6iTffimecnaniGrlayoE.Tnisissuecontainsartic1es
surveying Election games and Trivia quizzes - neither of which inspire me with enthusiasm.
Ac*mong is another zine that got missed out of the survey in G&PJ 1. It comes from
corOfrTic-o-diald, tBenbecula', 3 Taylor Park, Scroggy Road, Limava@4g ONT. Besides
Diptomacy and its variants its main theme is Early Irish History.

VARIOUS BOAR D GAMES
Tliangular Nimmity. Len Gordon writes that a similar game, under the name 'Japanese
Corn Game' appears in a booklet called Puzzle Craft published by Lynn Rohrbough in 1930.
It uses a fiveja-side triangle, but ooes n6l-lffiseJfre restriction that the pattern must not
be disconnected. Also Martin Gardner describes a Square Nimmity, called 'Tac Tixt, and some
other varieties in Mathematical Puzzles and Diversions (Pelican Books 1965), where the idea

isattributedtoPist(19s8)beenre.issuedbyUniversity

of Chicago Press under the title Hexaflexagons and other Mathematical Diversions.

The Game Invention Competition

-

1988

The prize for the rgame invention competitiont announced on p.53 (issue 4) has been won
by Stephen Taylor for his version shown opposite employing custodian eapture. Various other
alternative systems of rules are also described. They all begin with the pieces set up as for
Draughts except that the White pieces are on Black squares and the Black pieces on White
squares, and the pieces remain on these colour squares throughout the play.

Two4olour Checkers. Michael Keller sent a description of this game from Nost-Algia

Numu@98?(aU.S.'zinethatI'veheardofbutneverseen).Mann]ftharosh

and Gamy Crum played a test game in 1974 under the rules: all moves as in normal Checkers
except that captures are by short jumps forward along the files for Pawns, and in any direction
for Kings. M.C. wrote: 'We agreed that there is not sufficient variety in the play. One error
seems to be enough to lose a game. A king plays havoc quickly because it can approach an
opposing plain man on 3 sides, and often cannot be stopped from capturing 3, 4 or even 5 at
a time. Yet the idea is so intriguing that I wish you could amend the rules to increase the possibility of stratagems for both offense and defense.' (letter to Philip M.Cohen).
Directional Draughts. This is my own suggested set of rules for the game.
The pieces move one square at a time diagonally, and capture by series of short Jumps
along ranks or files - but there are restrictions on these, as follows. Moves may only be made
directly towards or away from allied men, whereas captures may not be made towards or away
from allied men. Thus, White can start by c3-b4 (away from d2) but not by a3-b4. Black can
then follow with c6-b5 without fear of capture by b4-b6 etc (since this move is away from
b2). If White now plays b2-c3 however, the capture b4-b6 is now threatened and Black can
defend by b5-a4 (threat a4-c4) or b5-c6, retreating. If a piece (or more than one) finds itself
on its side's turn to move occupying a square where it is not blocked in any of the four diagonal directions but is nevertheless unable to move or capture, then it promotes to theror, and
is released from the above restrictions. The obJect is to capture or immobilise the opposition.
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Shortest White win. Shortest Black win.
Kentish Draughts

Kentish Drawhts. (Stephen Taylor's rules). The pieces move like Bishops, but the square
on which a man finishes his move must be orthogonally adJacent to exactly one opposing piece
- neither more nor less. (This stipulation provides the game with its essential character. Unlike
similar board games, one has no need to pursue the enemy, as the rules force him to come
to you!) Captu-ringr if, in consequence of a move, two of one's men orthogonally outflank an
enemy piece, then tfre intervening piece is removed from the board. This removal is mandatory'
but ii il not compulsory to play a move which entails such a capture, unless of course none
other is available. Since a man can only move adjacent to one opposing piece it is not possible
to make more than one capture per turn. It will be deduced that no three consecutive squares
on the board may ever be occupied simultaneously.
The fastest win for White that the author can find is the following: 1.c3a5 c6b5 2d2b4
e6c4 3e3g5 g6h5 4g5h4 wins. There being no vacant squares on the board adJacent to exactly
one White piece, Black has no legal. move available. White can lose far more rapidly! - 1e3g5
a6e4 2f.2d4 c4d5 (O,t). to illustrate the flavour of the game Mr Taylor submits the following
opening lines plus comments:
1e3g5 a6c4 2g3e5 e6ga[g5l Square brackets indicate the captured piece. 3e5g3 This sort
of retreat is usually a good idea as the compact mass of White pieces restriets Blackts choice
of reply. 3...c6a4 4g3h4 gah5 (a...g6h5 loses immediately to 5h4g3 but 4...g4f3 and 4...b7f3
both seem playable) 5f.2d4 g6ealdal 6d2e3 h5f3 ?h4f2 d?h3 8f 2h4[h3] etc. (6...d7ga 7h493 1-0)
(6...e4f3 7e3f.2 d794 8f2e3 wins for White) (5...c4d5 6d4c5 d?bS[c5] 7c3d4 b5c4 8d4c3 wins
for White whereas 6...d5c6 ?c3b4 looks approximately equat, and with 6c3a5[a4] b7a0 7d4b6
dbb? Black is winning) (5...b?d5 6d4e5 f?e6 ?c3a5[a4] when White's chances look to be equal'
and 6...g6fble5l ?h2f4 h5f3[f4] th4f2 where Black's limited mobility should offer White compensation for tne sacrificed material. ?...dbf3[f4J 8e1g3 f3h1 9g1h2 also Iooks satisfactory for White.)
Finally: 5f2c5[c4] a4c6; 0,1.
THE GAMES AND PVZZLES JOURNAL
\
Game Invention Competition 1.989
propose
I
to make this competition an annual one.
This yearrs game is to be played on a board of the design shown on the front page
(or a larger or smaller board of the same design), there are no other restrictions.
The circular board illustrated on the front cover is one that has potentialities for a number
spaced concentric circles. On
the innermost circle, equally spaced, are 6 points, on the next 12, on the third 18, on the outer
24. The lines Joining the points form a mosaic of approximate squares and regular triangles.
The centre point is Joined to the 6 points on the inner circle, forming 6 'trianglesr. On each
Itriangler we then construct a tsquarer, and on each ?squarer, working outwarOs,
a 'triangler.
Thus all of the points are the meets of 5 lines, except for the centre node, where 6 meet, and
those on the outer circle (six with 4 and eighteen with S). There are 61 points in all.
. The process can be continued to produce larger boards of similar design. The nth circle
has 6n points and is of radius n units, so that it is of circumference 2 nn, and the arc-distance
between two adJacent points is 2n n/6n = n/3 units (approx. L.0472) the same for all circles.
There are in all 3n(n+1) + 1 points, and 6r outer nodes of order 4, whGF,6-F;l-ffi'.-The board could be used in two different ways - with the pieces placed on the points or in
the spaces - games employing either of these rules (or both) would be admitted.

of new games, or variants of old ones. It is formed of equally
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CAP"D PLAY

Soccer cs

c Card Game

By Alan PARR
Hopscotch, 6 Longfield Gardens, Tring, Herts, HP23 4DN

Just about ten years ago it occugred to me that there is no well known card game
based upon soccer. It wouldn't have been difficult to come up with a fairly conventional
game in which the taking of tricks represented the winning of .tackles and consequent
moving the ball upfield, but I wanted something which would be much more faithful
to the spirit of the sport. A two-stage game, in which the two players would take the
part of club managers, felt about right to me. In the first phase the managers would
select their players and the tactics they would use, while in the second stage the match
would be played out and the result determined. Naturally managers would be constrained
by limited resources and so would be forced to decide how to make the best use of them
- should they play an all-out attacking game and leave themselves with possible
weaknesses in defence, or should they concentrate on not conceding any goals and hope
they could sneali a winner? Perhaps packing midfield would give them general control
with chances to score on the break? Of course, finding a mechanism which would do
all this and still be simple enough to be playable might not be too easy, but that didntt
seem to be any reason not to trY.
In fact, the method I came up with is one of those things that after the event
seems so obvious that you canrt.imagine why it hasn't been invented a dozen times over.
For simplicity, I discarded the court cards from the pack and so was left with forty
cardsr'four each of value one(Ace) to ten. Each manager is given eleven cards to represent
the players in his team; the values of the cards are the skill levels of the players, so
that the most valuable players are the 10s and the ls and 2s are pretty useless (for a
fair comparison of managerial skill in a Cup Final the two managers should be given
identical collections of players, but in a run-of-the-mill League game they might not
bother, relying on luck evening out over a number of games).
The managers arrange their.players into team formation, putting the cards face
down until both are happy with their formations, when the teams are turned face up.
A team must have a goalkeeper, at least two defenders, at least two midfielders, and
at least two forwards; it is up to the manager to decide on both the formation he wishes
to use, and which players will operate in which positions. Complementary areas are
then compared, so that a team whose forward line has an overall higher rating than
its opponentts defenders will receive an appropriate number of shots, and the team with
the stronger midfield will consequently receive a few shots (thougn proportionately
not so many). To evaluate the shots, cards from the undealt portion of the pack are
turned up and compared to the strength of the goalkeeper, scoring if the goalkeeper
is not good enough to stop them.
This relatively simple mechanism has proved immensely robust; all sorts of extra
chrome has been piled on top of it so that accommodation can be made for teams playing
hard, advantages given to the team playini at home, and also methods provided for
the away side playing ultradefensively and prepared to settle for a draw, and for different
tactical styles such as using a sweeper or the offside trap. AII these developments have
resulted from the medium of playing the game by post, as outlined in my previous article
(caP.{49., pp72-3).
United has become an absorbing hobby for myself and hundreds of others, so in
have only been able to scratch the surface of the game. Details of the
basic card game, and seven other card games on sporting themes can be found in
Tournament, obtainable from myself at the address given above, for the cost of €1 and
a stamped self-addressed envelope (A5 size). I can also supply a comprehensive guide
to United in postal form in a booklet costing t2.50 (plus A5 SSAE). If you'd simply like
to know a little about the postal games hobby - which offers not Just United but almost
every game under the sun - then send a large self-addressed envelope and a few stamps
and Irll put in some sample tzines' as well. My own zine, Hopscotch runs R 60-tanm United
league and many other games besides. It appears every 6 weeks and costs 40p plus postage
If you play in United there is a game fee of 81.50 to eover the whole season

theselJffies I
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2-(5)-8-J-A

My brother Edward tells me that he learnt this game under the name tTwitch' and that
it should be played as fast as possible. Anyone making a mistake is penalised by having to take
two cards. John Beasley writes: 'rWe used to play a game similar to '2-8-J-A' at English Electric
around 1968. The essential differences were as follows: (i) we used two packs; (ii) your score
was doubled for every 2left in your hand; (iii) if you played a 10 you interchanged hands with
the next player. An entertaining though risky strategy was therefore to build up a large hand,
hoping to pass it on Just before somebody got out. It made an excellent afterlunch office game
for six or- seven players, and I suggest a similar role for your 5.?t This is the best suggeition
for use of the 5s that has been proposed - better than my own ideas, and well in keeping with
the lively spirit of the game. The mention of lunch-time card playing reminds me of one of
my fatherts stories of when he was a foreman in a large engineering works and a group of men
used to spend over-long playing cards in an area hidden among the boilerwork and other large
engineering constructions on the shop-floor, thinking he was not aware of what was going on.
One day he spotted a large crate of Just the right size for a practical Joke, with the heip of
a driver of one of the overhead gantry cranes. When the group assembled for their game they
found their bolt-hole plugged by the crate - What a spoil-sport!

Car Park Pati.ence
By E.J.JELLISS

Having recently put a dent in my car whilst trying to manoeuvre out of a badty designed
car park, it reminded me of a game of patience I used to play. The cards are laid out face
up' alternately horizontal and vertical, to form a rectangle ?x5. The remainder of the pack
is held by the player. The cards on the table now represent cars parked in a very silly car park.
Like cars the cards can only be 'driven' out of the park forwards or baekwards, not sideways!
For some strangle reason a car (card) will only start when it has a clear path out of the
park, tha.t is to say vehicles (cards) cannot be manoeuvred about the car park to enable a particular car (card) to drive out.
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The obJect of the game is to end up with the usual four piles of four suits, Ace at the
bottomr King on top. After laying the cards out, check around the periphery of the car park
for any Ace which may be driven out. If so, check for the Two of the same suit, and so on.
When no more cards can be driven from the park, remove the top three cards from the remainder
of the pack and turn them face up so only one card is showing to form a nearby'garage'. Further
cards may now be driven out of the car park and placed at the head of the queue in the garage,
but they must be either the same value or the next highest or the next lowest of the same
suit as the garage card (i.e. on 10 of Diamonds you put 9 of Diamonds, Jack of Diamonds or
any Ten). If possible, continue to drive cards from the park to the garage or the sorted piles
(the tshow roomr presumably). Wnen no more cards can be driven out, the next three cards
are taken from the pack in the same manner and play continues.
When all of the remainder of the pack is tgaragedr the garage pack is turned over and
the car park is mysteriously refilled from this pack, starting at the top left hand corner. play
continues until: (1) The car park is empty and all cards are in the show room. (you win). (2) A;
immovable traffic Jam occurs and no more cards can be driven out. (You lose). (3) A kind of
stalemate may occur, where play is only between car park and garage. (You lose, I think).
Notes: (1) Cards can be transferred from garage to shbw iooms. (2) It is best to mark
the position of the top left-hand corner of the car park, as sometimes when there are only
a few cards left, it is difficult to know where to start refilling. (B) The lose/win ratio seems
to be about 2 to 1.
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DISSECflONS
There are four pages of Dissections in this double issue - mainly on polyominoes. I hope my
request for some original results on p.124, and Mr Mabeyrs beautiful results on p.125 will lead to
further work, so that we can revive the FCR tradition of publishing a regular series of problems.
We have the advantage nowadays of being able to illustrate the results without resorting to coding.

Pentomrnoes
Here are the solutions to Sivy FARHI|s dissection problems on pages 5? and 109, and
six further cases he has found. He evidently has the whole problem computerised. In each of
these configurations, given the positions of the four holes and the 1xb piece the positions of
the other 11 pentominoes are determined uniquely.
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Geometri,c Jtgscws
Solutions to the three probtems posed last time are as follows:

(c) edge and corner Pieces only

(a) omitting the two
square-sym metric pieces

+- (b) omitting the square-symmetric
I

L---\

NJ

I

pieces and the standard Piece

Michael Keller sent solutions of these. His results all differ from mine - the solutions are not
unique. Len Gordon comments that rGeometric Jigsaws' appear in MaJor Percy Alexander
MacMahonts 1921 book New Mathematical Pastimes. (Cambridge University Press). However,
he did not consider shapes with bobbles and nibbles, and his selections of tiles to fit together
are based on combinatorial rather than geometrical considerations.
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A $rperDomino Twtgram
By Leonard J.GORDON

of MacMahonrs book, New Mathernatiqal
togeometricaltransformationsofthecolouree'osi
.

The second part

pastimes, I1ZI, is devoted

interest i ng
and simple transformations are made with the square 3-colour super-dominoes, using the 1-to1
2-to-3 contact system. One such set of transformations is:
n

x"[x'DX*K K-?w-7
Noting that a tile with two adJacent 2ts or two adJacent 3's produced a side angled ht
it was interesting to speculate if a practical 'tangramr eould be produced in this way.
The idea was to select a set of pieces to produce the best tangram, rather than use MacMahon's
45o'

normal selection process.
Here is how one tangram was found. Arrange square super-dominoes with the 2 and 3
compartments as in diagram A. This produces a tilted rectangular shape when transformed.
Thenr chbose colours for the other compartments so as to satiify the contact rules, and also
to have enough of colour L to allow forming a rectangle with an all colour 1 border. Also, choose
the colours so all 12 pieces are different. Diagrams B and C show one set of tiles which satisfy
these requirements. This 3x4 units rectangle can be rearranged to a 2^/2xB:/2 rectangle
correspoltding to the first diagram, A.
B

A second interesting tangram was made by transforming the tiles shown in diagram D,
Two each of these six tiles allo form either of the two above rectangles.
A typical problem
with the second set is to form the two crosses, as in diagram E.
In addition, either set allows for the fancifuf designs made with the more common

tangrams.

,XKK
KKK

N"fi
u
1__r

With the first set, the Editor notes that
is possible to form a square 5VZxl\/2
with central hole t/Zx\/Z as in F.

it
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-Dfsseettons ln 'F-oirv Chess Revteu"
As was noted in the special issue of Chessics on Chessboard Dissections much of the
pioneering work on tpolyominoes' was cone inE!-ages of Fairy Chess Review, but has not

been fully appreciated because the results there were given in coded form instead of by means
of diagrams. I have now tidied up my notes from FCR and drawn out all the results, and a copy
of them is available to anyone who shows sufficient interest - preferably by sending me some
original dissection results for publication in the G&P Journal. The notes cover about 50 A4 pages.
I hope this will stimulate further work, Uy snowii!-ilE6tE6een done, and avoid duplication.

Pentominoes
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that the four uncovered

squares can form
theo'TandLtetrominoesin@nSontheboard(viz,10foro,20forTand
41 for L - there being one T and one L case that are obviously impossible) but he'only partially
solved the I case. I have added two diagrams to complete his work as below. There -remains

the S-case to solve (20 cases + 1 clearly impossible). The idea of course is to solve the problem
in as few diagrams as possible, by use of areas that can be rotated or reflected (shown by the
heavy lines) or pairs of pieces that can be transposed (shown by the dots).
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Hexominoes: To fit the constructions opposite onto one page I had to solve the problem of fitting
the 11 'unequally chequeredr hexominoes into a small space - here a 7x10 rectangle with four holes,
two of which are thelbites'out of the F and h shaped pieces, there are no crossroads.
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Hexaminoes
By P.H.MABEY
The 11 cases of 34 hexominoes in a 6-fold replica of the 35th hexomino, with two holes also of the
same shape, and in the same orientation. Alternatively the holes can be the 35th piece duPlicated"
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CITESS YARIANTS
There seems to be a sudden upsurge of interest in Chess Variants at present. Michael
KeIIer is publishing a special issue of World Game Revletnt on the subJect' and I'm also working

mate problems (and
onaCheisayont1esuniect-thisw@1ectionofdirect
others-lffirating various different rules - excluded are major variants like Shogi, Chinese
Chess, Ultima, etc where the changes in rules and pieces are substantial.

David Pritchard. former editor of Games & Puzzles, has also announced an ambitious
proJectforanEncyclopaediaofchessva@probably1992),''coveringorigins/
l,isfory,rules,g,etc.aboutal1games,past,presentandworld-which
wide,
are related to or which have obviously been inspired by chessr'. Excluded from
his scope however are rilgamesr that are really problem ideas - i.e. I shatl want proof that a

game has been played, preferably over a period of time by at least a few people.r'He comments
ilso that "about SOO nLw games are invented every week in this country of which about 5%
are clearly chess-derived; most are worthless of course, but not a11"...'rln particular' I intend
to exclude variants that appear to have taken about 10 seconds to invent, are quite untested
and are almost certainly w-oitntess. I see a lot of these submitted to the big games companies.
Example: tNormal rules of chess, but once in a game every knight (including promoted knights)
may move as a queen - I call my game Nightmare:.1 I aT sure you know what I mean!'t
Malcolm Horne (31 Caerau Road, -aerau, Maesteg, Bridgend, Mid-Glamorgan' CF34 0PB)
is organising a Deviant Chess Week at Bournemouth in April, to include a Chinese Chess tourna-

menianogameffiariants,RefusaIChess,Progressive,Avalanche,HexagonaI,
Pocket fnignt, Two-Move, Dice, Knightrider Bouncy, etc. chesses.
AII this is additional to the current Heterochess Olympics. My own games in this seem

tohaveruntoahalt.Havingcompletedmy@pponentsinquicktime(won3,

lost 3) games against two other opponents are going extremely slowly, and from the two other
opponents I have received only one move in toto. I give some games from this match below.
Perhaps I could also mention here that entry forms are available for the British ,Speed
Chess Championships, to be held at Leeds in July, sponsored by NatWest Bank. Contact: Dominic
fvtGnigal, Leeds Leisure Services, 19 Wellington Street, Leeds, LSl 4DG. This is more a variant
on the regulations for play than on the rules of the game.

Games

from the Hetenochees Olympics

No doubt some good lines have been missed in some of these games - let me know if you spot
what should have been played. My aim is always to send a move by return of post. Games that
drag on for years - as some correspondence games are supposed to - are not for me.

I hope correspondents will send me other games in chess variants to publish from now on,
whether in the Heterochess Olympics or in other venues. We can make this a regular feature.
Of the other players in the UK team, I have heard from Patrick Donovan, Jed Stone and
John Sturgess though not in great detail. The other players are Mike Saul. Paul Novak and
Stuart Mullage. It would be nice to know how everything is going"- or has gone. I expeet a
tournament book will eventually be produced by the organisers in ltaly, but have no details.

Prugnessive Circe Chess
This is of course a combination of hogressive Chess, in which each player gets a extra
move at each turn of play, and Circe Chess, in which captured men return'homer unless their
home square is occupied. Patrick Donovan has sent an example from his games, with notes:

White: Mario Simoncini (Italy 1) v. Black: Patrick Donovan (UK).
1. Sc3
2.d5, Qd? getting the Q off its start square and threatening 4.Qh3,Qxg2,Bh3,Qxf1*
3. e4, Bb5, Qe2 threatening to get his Q to e8 vis b7 or c7
4. Sc6, d4, e5, Be? so that the B can block on d8 after, say 5. any,Qc4,Qxe6(b8),Qxc7,Qxc8+
5. Sh3, Qd3, Ke2, Sd5, Sxc?+ Now Black mates by:
6. Kf8, s64, sxdS(Qdl), QxbS(Bfl), Qc6, Qxe4t
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Matatton Ches.s
This is also a variant of Progressive Chess; invented by John E. Bosley
of New Zealand
specially for the Heterochess olympics._When a piece captures it
into
a piece of the
'mutates,
same value as the piece captured, b-ut gf opposit-e colour. Mutation
takes priority ou", promotion and a Queen may nbt directly.chec-k - thbugh it still pins
and prevents the K moving to
the squares it guards. At first I thought this restriclion on the
eueen iather artificial, but in
praetice it produces some interesting effeets, as some of my gfi;;
;h;w. I
badly' not realising the magnitude of tne danger inherent in-piogressiv! puy.started off rather

white: Alessandro castelli (Italy 1). Black: G.p.Jelliss (uK)

l. e4 2- e6, b6 3. Bbs, sf3, d4 4. a6, axbb=B, db, Bb4+ 5. cB, cxb4=8, seb, ef3,

exf?=pf
This type of capture of the Kingts Bishop's Pawn is the main hazard
in the opening.
White: G.P.Jelliss (UK). Black: Alessandro Castelli (Italy 1)
]' e3 2' d5' sf6 3- 94, sf3, seb 4. sco, sxe5, sxg4=p, eb s. Rg1, RgB, d4, dxe, exs=s+
The idea b_eing that the R blocks advance of tne-P and the cheik'r"ier
a move, but:
6. gxS=S, Se4, d4, dxe3, ed3, exf2{ The KBp again.
The experience gained from these two defeats helped against another opponent new
to the game:

White: G.P.Jelliss (UK). Btack: Michaet Keiler (U.S.A.)
1' e4 ?. b6, e6 3- Sc3, Sd5, Se? the Nightrider gambit! with the idea of slowing the opponent's
development to allow me more scope witn tne eltra two moves on turn b
to come.
4..sxe?, Sf5, sg3, sxhl=R not realising the dangers 5. efg,
ef6,' Be?,' nns,
' -'-' n*ri=pJ
frhese progressive variants
are quite ire'acnerJust' ttvt.ti.l'
White: Michael Kelter (U.S.A.). Black: G.p.Jeliss (UK),
t' e4 2' d5' Sh6 3. exd, d3, Bxh6=S 4. gxh=S, e5, Qg5, Kd8 so that capture of the e checks.
!' !xe6 (e'p'), exf?, Qe2, Sf3, Sc3 these inward k"i?nt moves look sensible but are suicidal
6- Bb4' Bxc3=s, Re8, exg2=p, Bg4, Bxf3=s* both Kn'ights turn
traitor!
Experience in solving seriesplay problems_ is very useful in these progressive
games.
The mates reached are often aimost problem po-ritionr, as the next
iwo games also illustrate.

white: G.P.Jelliss (uK). Black: Josef zima (czeciroslovakia)
l- e4 2. e5, sc6 3. Qf B, Bc4, Bxf ?=p+ trying out a frontal attack 4. Ke? sd4, sxe=e, Kxp
,
The Queen cannot be recaptured immediatJti' because a check would
end the series, so:
5' d4' Bf4, PxQ=Q, Qe3, Bg3 again the Queen must be cut off from the King
before it can be
recaptured: 6. d5, Bg4, Be2, exd, exQ=Q,. Bb4+ almost matg- but
quite - and thatrs enough!
not
7'c3, fxQ=Q, exd, Bh4, BxQ=Q, Sf3, Se5f pure
The first queen is captured only to stop
it coming to the defence - it piays no part-in themate!
mate.
White: G.P.Jelliss (UK). Black: Gianluca Scovero (Italy g)
"b.
1- e3 2. e5, sf6 3. f4, fxe, sh3 4. d6, dxe,
sa3, b4, bb, bxd=s, sxc7=p
ee?, sa6
6-' BxhS=s, sf 2, sxhl=R' Kd7, Kxc?, Qd? nexi to the xins inl
at""i ir-i;"ulnerable, but blocks.
!"1"
I almgst gave_up an_d thought of playing defensively, but then the light dawned:
'I' Qe2, Qa6, Rbl, RxbT=Pr Pb8=S!, Scb, SUST another pure mate, with nice interferences.

Finally, here is the longest game I have played.

Not many Progressive games get so far!

White: Josef Zima (Czechoslovakia). Black: G.p.Jelliss (UK)
1. e4 2. e6, d5 3. exd, d3, Sfg 4. c6,
eb6, Bcb, gxfZ=p+_neadstrong attack again
K"?, Be3, BxQ=91
a4
6.
cE,
axb=itr,
eb3, exc2=p, pxe=q, exf3=S
T^*f2:
The ttrreat of Knightf3-e5
and exfz etc was too strong, they had to go.
1'F*f=!: Rgl, Rxg?=P, Px-h8=R, dxe, b4, bxc. Now tneie are numerous threats with Rdg etc.
8- fxe, Ke?, b6, bxc, c4, cB, Bbi, gxfg=s
p
c3 to stop scg or;romotion of pd3.
lhe goes topxgg=s+
9. Kxf3, sxc3=P! a5, a6, a?, axb=s, RxR=R,
Rxf,?=p,
wirer" did ;I1 my pieces gol
l:oyl9^nqye resigned here of course, but I wanted to see if an ideal mate eoutd be reached!
Kc7, Kb7,
Kxs, Kcr, Kd6, Kdb, eb, e4+ stopping two pawns, but one is free.
19.5d9'
11' Ke3, h4' h5' h6, $1R,
h?' h8=Q, Qf6' d4, Kez, iet,' sez*1ne King goes home and leaves
his
men to tidy up.

I
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Comgfter fulving

Programs for solving chess problems of a wide range of types, suitable for Apple,
Commodore and IBM machines are available from Ilkka BIom, Salmikatu 27 A L6, SF-65200'
Vaasa, FINLAND. Called TALYBADIXT there are 16 types, for solving (f) Oirect mates, (2)
board-edge direct mates, (3) setfmates, (4) reflexmates, (5) helpmates, (6) miniature helpmates
without iastting (?), maxi and minimummer direct mates, (8) maxi and mini selfmates, (9)
seriesmates, (10) seriesselfmates, (L1) seriesreflexmates, (12) serieshelpmates' (13) reciprocal
helpmates, (14) circe direct mates, (tS) circe selfmates, (16) circehelpmates. Price per program
is iOO FMk (about $4? or t27). If the solving times quoted for examples are representative
then the programs seem quite practical for most stipulations (one to ten minutes) but for
helpmates in 3 or more they are still pretty hopeless (hours or days) - but I suppose this means
thal ail possibilities are exhaustivety checked, to ensure soundness, rather than Just finding
one line. Write to Ilkka for full details - a specimen 'Diskette' for 1 or 2 movers is offered
for $3 or 6 international stamp coupons (I presume that in a 1-mover this Just finds the White
mate, and doesnft retranalyse to check whose move it is! -though I should have thought that
retroanalysis was very suita-ble for computer application, being largely a matter of pure logic).

Chess HolidoY tn Austno

Elizabeth and David Deane are organising a speeial chess holiday to Mayrhofen in Tirol'
15-22 October 1989 (cost €410 singte). tt will inc.lude friendly play with the local club and on
their open-air chess set. Details: Austrian Heritage, 1 Jarvis Hall, Steyninq, W.Sussex BN4 3GL.

A

Compendium

of Ctrcckerboard' Puzzles

This is a straightforward collection by Jerry SLOCUM' dated April 1983' of 33 dissections
of the 8x8 chequered board that have been manufactured, patented or published over the years'
with at least one solution of each case and photocopied illustrations of the packaging'
advertising, etc, accompanying them. The earliest example is from a US patent of 1880 by

H.Luers. This has duplicate pieces and alternative solutions. The most interesting puzzles are
those in which the pieces are aII different - either in shape or colouring - and the solution
is unique. Itve proveO tne uniqueness for the first two shown below, but the others remain to
be tested.

Sam Loyd
1908

S.S.Adams
undated

Sam Loydts pioneer

first

Fransen
1929

J. F.

tscrubb's

Cloudy Gary Foshee
collection
Am m onia'

E. M.
1

Wyatt

946

appeared in Our Puzzle Magazine, VoI 2, No 1, July 1908, problem

451(thisisaneariierreferencethantnat.gffim).

The Adams solution is remarkable for being composed of 8 pieces of 8 squares.
The Fransen example is an improved solution of Dudeney's?rChessboard Sentence'? problem.
The pieces read: ''CUT THY LIFE.T' Dudeney's result had three more single squares and has
a, group of pieces that can be rotated. The remaining dot could be combined with the F to
give an all-letter dissection
The author has not noticed that puzzle 13.6 in the Compendium is Just a reflection of

H.E.Dudeneyls13.5tBrokenChessboard'fromThe@Tiresolutionquoted,

due to Laurie Brokenshire, thustcooksr Dudeney's pEle.
Copies of the Compendium may be purchased from Jerry SLOCUM, p.O.Box 163b, Beverly
Hills, California, 90213, U.S.A., for payment of t? or $12.50.
'For further research the following questions need to be answered: (a) Are the other four
examples shown here uniquely soluble? (UJ Is a uniquely soluble dissection possible using the
12 pentomino shapes and a'tetromino? (c) what is the maximum number ol oifferent pleces
that will fit together uniquely to form a chessboard? That should keep you busy a few years!
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81. MOCHALKIN. No solution. Intended: 1Rg3 (threat Re5*) Pao/Vao-e4 2Qg6(set Qh?)/QS4*
but l...Vaoxf4 2Sg? is not mate, and there is no mate after Pao-e?. Any try other than Rg3
is met by 1...Rg5. Apologies to solvers:
82. MOCHALKIN. (a) tfg=N (threat nfS+) Bg3/Rxc? 2Qd4lNb6+. (U) rfe=Rose ...2Qc5/Rose-b4*.
Clever twinning. I li[ed the long-range move by the Rose in (b) tRB] Piece a5 functions only
as Knight in both parts but is needed to Justify (conventionalty) fairy promotions [AWI].
Neat changed mates [SJGT].
83.TAUBER. Set:1...8f1/Sd1 zQe3/Qca*. Play:1Rf5 (threat 2Qb1 Qxbl*) Bfl/Sdl 2Qc4lQc3
Bxc4*/Sxc3*.(also 1...Qxc1+ z.Ka2 Qb2*). Curiosity! W forced mates reciprocate with
W moves forcing mate IRB]. Another most attractive pair of changed W responses [SJGT].
Don't you think that Sd1/Bf1 should have the same status as 'unprovidedt threats (mates
even) in orthodox two-rnovers? [SP]. No doubt B.G.Laws (inventor of Reflex Ghess) would
not have approved, but there is a lot else nowadays that offends against his canons IGPJI.
Dentist-thema IComposerJ.
One solver notes that I have not defined tset play'- it is whatever play could happen if it were
the other playerts turn to move (i.e. if the first player was allowed to'pass').
84. TAYLOR. Set e+* Ptay 1-391=S 4Sh3 5Sf4 6Sd5 ?Sf6 8Sg4 for e4* e long way back! [AwI].
This should be compared with C.Gaulin, Feenschach 1961-2 $/2p5/2P5/pp2pKz/k3P3/p1P5/
P7/$ Serieshelpmate in 10 by 1-4b1=S,7Sb6, 10sbb Rc4* (107 in The Serieshelpma"te by
J.M.Rice and A.S.M.Dickins, 1971).
85. INGLETON. lPao-d6 Se4 2Pao-c6+ Paoxc4* and lPao-e5 Sh5 2Pao-e?+ Paoxh?+. A quite
superb demonstration of the double unpins obtainable with 'chineserpieces, excellent use
being made of all three paos [SJGT]. Nice strategy [SP]. Well-matched pair [RBJ.
Fine two-toed unpinning of WS [E.8.]
86. BAKCSI. ldl=Edgehog Ee3 2Ed5 Ee8* and 1dl=G Ed4 2Gd5 Ea4* and 1d1=N Eb? 2Nb5 Ea8*.
Nice Edgehog work-out but Gh6 seems lazy [SPl Gh6 has no role except to justify G-promotion tAWIl. BPc? stops mate with Ka6 Eb6.
8?. MOCHALKIN. Intended 1Rxa6 RxbS 2ReO RxfS* and 1Gxf3 Ge6 2Rxe6 Rxf3*. But many
cooks, including in one move: (b) Gxf3 Rxf3*, or in (a) 1...Kh3 2...Rxf3* Black idling.
Sorry I let this one through. The intention is rather mesmerizing however?
88. MOCHALKIN. 1Rb2 Bd2 2Rc2 Be2* and 1Rf 2 BeZ+ 2Kel Bd2+. To these Stefanos Pantazis
notes that Bh6-c1 would add a third solution: 1Kc2 BbZ 2Kb1 Bd3+ but not an echo.
A classic Circe Echo! [E.B.]
89. GRUBERT. (a) 1Rc4 Kbl 2Kc3 Kcl 3Bd4 Bd2+ (b) 1Bd6 e4 2Rc6 Kb3 3Ke5 Be3*.
Elegant little tempo manoeuvre by WK in (a) [SJGT]. Ideal mates. Fine echo. tD.N.l
90. GRUBERT. 1Gg4 Gf5 2Ge6 Gd? 3Bd6 Bc3* and 1Kd6 Ke4 2Gd? Gc8 3Bc? Bb4*.
Gnasshoppers with a real spring in their legs! [SJGT]. Snapl ITGPI. Ideal mate exact echo.
91. MIHALEK. Composer's stipulation was'(a) all men one square to the left' which is the same
as removing the a-file (if the b-file then becomes the a-file, etc). So: (a) tnaS d4 2Bc? Kc3
3Bd6 Be4* (b) 1Bd3 Bfl zBfb d4+ 3Ke4 Be2*. Ideal mates. Rather drastic duat-avoidance
condition at (a) [RB] others similarly.
92. INGLETON. (a) 1Kd3 Rg5 2Kc2 Gh6 3cb1 Rhb 4Kb2 RhZ+ bKal chl+ (b) lKdb Rf2 2Kc6 Gg1
3Kh? Rf1 4Ga7 Rbl+ 5Ka8 Ga1* (c) rxoa Gd3 2Ke5 cbl 3Kf6 Rc1 4Kg? Rgl+ 5Kh8 ch1{
(d) 1Kf 3 Re7 2Gf2 GbS 3Kg2 Rc8 4Gh2 Rg8+ 5Khl Gh8+ Brilliant! WK not missed at all.
tSJGTl. Difficult task - done before but always worthwhile [SP]. A very attractive minimal D.N. notes that the diagram position solves exactly as in (b), so zeroposition setting unnecessary.
93. BARTEL. (a) bl=B a8=Q 2Ba2 Qxa2* (b) fUxcf =S(Sb8) a8=R+ 2Sa2 Rxa2(Sb1)+
One of the miniatures of the year for me [SJGT]. Nicest of the smallwares - (b) is quite
pointed for the amazing economy [SP]. Familiar circe mate cleverly woven into sptit auw IRB].
94. BARTEL. 1b1=R ag=B 2Th1 Bxhl= and 1b1=e Td1 zebg axbg=S=. Four promotions economically
, engineered - a brilliant conception ITGP]. Split auw in attractivety oiiginal fashion IRB].
95. STEUDEL. lexfL=R(Rh1) fxe8=T(Bc8) 2gxhl=R bxcS=R =. Sly use of circe to determine order
of four R-promotion captures [AWI]. Entertaining case of ianything you can dor...[SJGT].
96. STEUDEL. 1a8=B b1=B 2fxg8=B gxhl=B 3Bg2 =. A pleasing convocation of Bishops! Move order
neatly forced by blocking home squares ITGP]. Even greater subt]ety tAWIl. Impressive
exploitation of circe to produce startling promotion effects (95 &96) tRBl. Tricky. to.N.l
Two fine problems with four-time promotions. tE.B.l

For SOLVERS and SCORES see page LSZ.
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Award by Hans GRUBER

I was very pleased to be asked to act as a Judge in the first G&PJ tournament; I hope
my award will appear reasonable. G.P.J. proposed to include the problems I - 96 in this tourney
(issues f - Z) because of a greater break in publication after G&PJ ?. Out of the 96 problems
nine (23, 24, 28, 41, 62, 72, 761 81, 8?) remained uncorrected; aA was not an original problem,
13 was anticipated. Problem 19 has a strong predecessor: M. Caillaud, Rex Muttiplex 1982,
Helpmate in 4 [16, 2pS1K2, ?Pk?PL,3p4,241- solution: 3d1=R g8=R AnO+ ng5+. So 84 problems
remained to be Judged.
I enJoyed solving and studying the problems very much. Many of them are attractive
problems of quite different kinds, e.g. shape problems, tBohemiansr, demonstrations of specific
fairy effects. However, a lot of those problems have only one line of play, which usually is
not enough to be placed in an award nowadays. Furthermore, since E. Albert started publishing
his ldeal Mate Review we have enJoyed a lot of perfect echo problems, among them many
mut@hismakesitdifficulttoputechoproblemsintoanaward;suchproblems

ought to be really outstanding. Finally I decided to honour ten problems.
1st Prize
92. A.W.INGLETON
H+5. (a) c2-f5 (b) c2-f 6
(c) e3-d6 (d) h?-f 5 in (c)
--m, *

'/1, % t%%
'Ur
,%,
%, ,n 7t
7'
7h
%/,

K.,X%

/7ru',u,

%,....

:2"#''

%

2nd Prize
83. Theodor TAUBER

Reflexmate in
with set play
,fu,

%

2

which now do not deliver mate, but allow
(and theref ore f orce) BlacH to mate. This
combination of White and Black mates is
absolutely new in my opinion and should be
used extensively in future, because it is THE

%

%,,

%'%, ft
/% t'%
'E %
',/4.

%

&'h

where the I,VQ had to mate in the set play.
The same two Black def ences are answered
'by a reciprocal change of the WQ-moveS

incarnation of the reflexmate spirit!
%,

"rfi.t%,
'ffi,A/,ft.

%

lst Prize: 92 (Ingfeton)
A delicious tWenigsteiner?! I like problems
with very few men very much if they show
rich conteht, as here; the minimanner form
is something like the basis of chess problems.
This problem is more, of course: it is a really

SOLUTIONS
92. (INGLETON). (a) 1Kd3 Rg5 2Ke2 Gh6 3Gb1
Rh5 4Kb2 Rhz+ 5Kal Gh1+ (b) 1Kd5 Rf 2 2Kc6
Gg1 3Kh? Rf 1 4Ga7 Rbl+ 5Ka8 Ga1* (c) LKd4
Gd3 2Ke5 Gb1 3Kf 6 Rcl 4Kg7 Rgl+ 5Kh8 Gh1+
(d) 1Kf3 Rc7 zGfZ Gb8 3Kg2 Rc8 4GhZ Rg8+
5 Khl ch8+
83. (feUBER). Set: 1...8f1/Sd1 2Qc3/Qc4+.
Play: 1Rf 5 (threat 2Qb1 Qxbl+) Bf 1/Sot
2Qc4/Qca Bxc4/Sxc3* (1.."Qxcl+ 2Ka2 Qb 2+)

mature chess composition. Very f ew problems
are known in which the BK walks into the
f our corners in f our phases. Even rarer are
!Venigsteinerr showing this theme. A great
rarity are minimanners in which the BK is
NOT rnoved by the twinning. This is a tremendous achievemeht, which is flavoured by the
dual avoidance in the third move. Another
remarkable feature is that the WG ehters
three dif f erent corners (of course, it would
have been even more fantastic if ...).

lst Hon. Mention: 69 (Bartel)
A relatively sm all idea, but in a perf ect construction. Using the set play probabty is the
best kind of setting to show this double
exchange of promotions: promotion into 2WBs
in the set play and into 2 WSs in the solution.
The wKrs position is used cleverty to prevent
the BQ f rom making a tempo m ove in order
to keep the set play. The long Be m oves

2nd Prize: 83 (TauUer)

Intuitively it is an absurd thought to use the
BQ to block the BKIs home square, because
the BQ itself needs f ive blocks. In a very
CIRCE-specif ic solution the W K has to plan
the capturing sequence very exactly after

f

The idea is as original as I hardly had expected
any idea could be. In something like a setplay
in this reflexmate Blackrs two def ences unpin
the WQ which af terwards has to mate. The
key gives two flights and unguards the squares

are very fine.

2nd Hon. Mention: 61 (Shanahan)

he is set into a rather funny quadruple check.
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3rd Hon. Mention:49 (Nettheim)
A rather conventional problem which deserves its place by reason
of the hesitation of several White pieces when approaching their
goals. So White needs 12 moves, while apparently inuch less are

necessar''

soLUTIoNS
gf(B)=. Play: 1Qa2! g8(S) 2Qa8 ba(S)=
2Qfs
(BARTEL).
Set: 1...b8(B)
69.
Ke2(Ra8) 2Rd8 Kf 2(Pf 7) 3Kd1
(SHANAHAN).
1Qe8(Ke1)++i+
61.
Kd2(Bf8)+.
5Se?
Ke3(Sb8) 4Sd? Kd3(Sgs)
49. (NETTHEIM). rnUZ zsag Sooo 406Qa1 ?Kb1 8-98d2 10Kcl 11Sbl
12Qb2+ for Bxb2*

lst Commend:18 (Grubert). A perfect and beautiful ideal-mate echo''
By its elegance it surpasses most other echoes which have been
seen recentlY.

2ndCommend:85fingleton).Inspiteofsomeconstructionalweak-

34 (Taylor). An economic setting, well

constructed
3rd Commend:
+ interblock
by
and ending in model inates. A direct unpin followed
for the
phases
compensates
iur"n"" (I unpin by Grimshaw) in two
rather uninteresting White moves.

of

2nd Hon. Mention
61. Ian SHANAHAN
H+5 Circe
Rex inclusive

'% %g% %,
%, '%% %,
%, %,9% %i
% %,, %, %,
'nl
%%,%/ 'nl
'% %affi
I

nesses(WPaoa5,WPb5,WBc8;alsotheBPsc4andhTarenotelegant'
the
but of course necessary) the problem is eommendable, because
preparation
battery
pseudo
is very fairy-specific. Unpin in"*u
tcapture
permistionZ - Pao/Vao-typical cross-checks, all in
great analogY!

4th Commend: 64 (Jelliss). Fine demonstration
both in the solution and in the final position.

lst Hon. Mention
69, Erich BARTEL
HP 2 with set PlaY

Antipodean effects

1

'%g/,&9,t,

'%l

% %'% '%l
3rd Hon. Mention
49. Nigel NETTHEIM
Seriesselfmate in 12

"rfit%
g/,H

/,% ai,

5th Commend:46 (Jelliss). Good echo solutions demonstrating the
Moose properties with some surprising moves (e'g' 3Bd !)'

a'ry,
especially to A.W.Ingleton and

My congratulations to the authors of these ten problems,
Th. Tauber for their outstanding prize-winners. Thanks to C.p.,l. for inviting me to- act as Judge
Hans Gruber, Munich, West Germany, March 1989'
in this first G&PJ tourney.

Chessfcs

Eract Echoes Tourney UgB4-85)

When the award for this tourney was published in Chessics 23, p83, in Autumn 1985 there was
insufficient space to diagram the prize-winners. I take the opportunity to publish them again here.

Lst Prize

M.HANAZAWA

Chessics 1?, p8 (+16)

Spffig-1se-A
Grasshoppers
H*+ witn-set play
%

%

%,
,% %
,% %

'm

%

%
,%
,%

2nd Prize

%%%)
%%%l
% %%%)
'%g/Xtt% '%%%,ru
%
% %,w%,'//,8
% %,a%, %l
'%

%,

i

%

#t o (b)a3-h2

3rd Prize

E.HOLLADAY &
A.KALOTAY
E.ALBERT
Chessics 18, p1?
chessics 1?, p? (#10) ffier 198+ Hso-sg)
Sp.ring 1984
Helpmate in 5
H*3 multiplet
For family

%€%%l
'%,'%.
%l

%%,%l

For SOLUTIONS see page 133.

(c) fs-d6
(d) f5-eo
(e) d3-f?

#g o-3 3 all have W Pe 2
and BP eT other 4 men
amanged as follows:

BK, WK, BR,

WB

ns e4 c3 d3
#s1(de2 db f6 dz
(b) cz c5 f6 d2
#sz(il cz db hz h5
%A%, lzl
(b) ez b4 dz h5
'U, %,t% '%l #s 3(a)
sl 93 b4 a 3
'%,,
(b) g1 93 d8 a5
7//t. '///t.
% "%,
#s o(b)

lI
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CAISSAIS KALEIDOSCOPE
1OO' PCTCT WONG
9?. L.N.BORODATOV 98. L.N.BORODATOV 99. L.N.BORODATOV
Position after Bl 8th move'
trRoad signs - 2".
Last 14 moves?
'tFlagrr
Game score? 2 solutions'
Mate in 2
** (o) tuin 90o left AM next one?

--%%,%%
'%%%,%
'%. "l;44:'ffi '//
lffi
'%, '/tfrg
% 'W.lftt%
"'% %, fur.&%
%'% % '%
%,%%'%

LOz. E.BOGDANOV & 103. V.VLADIMIROV &
V.VLADIMIROV HM 2(2 ways)A.OSHEVNEV

101. Torsten LINSS
HM2 (two'ways)

l,%,

%

-'frl)

'fu, 7/,

I % %,V/ %l
l:%,'mN%i
%, 'U, %l
Il/2,'%.VZ;ftffY
%
| 'm %, "Hi'mi
?gL)
i

i

YZ_%_ru

105. F.M.MIHALEK
HM4 (b),(c) see text

'rn

%,

'//,

'%,

-7/; m
;-//i-'7/;
tn
%, ?1g
''/,i:, '%'

i';:%,'4

iilt\:,ni

%l,aiii
,t 7i;"/4
..//e;:/i, .,'/h'/'l

,#,

%.t,'%,

% %

%,%

%,

109. Th.STEUDEL
HM 2 (a).captureless
(b) checkless

I

r:u i/iw%,

/it

ru--%-%;'

Tiir -l

| ''h,

% '/i, 72i

i

110. V.PRIBYLINEC
HM 2 Grasshoppers
(two problems)

-%,%%%
,%'ffiv%
l,'''

108. A.MOCHALKIN
Mate in 2, Patrol Chess

106. G.P.JELLISS
HM3+ Antipodean Ks

%.
'%.
/,ti ''h "%'
%,
%,

%, %
|lft
i'ffi %, 'fu,
",% AZ e -%
|/,4

HM 2

%,%,%.%
%, % %l '%,%%%,
/,ft,
'i9%,
w4fr",fu,
l%,
% /, '%
%.%,%%,
'%,,

"'r.,.fr..- "%.'' "

lvr,%%%
',&fu lZ %, %
?ti

LLz. A.MOCHALKIN
(two ways)
Total Madrasi Chess

111. Erich BARTEL
HMz with set play
Neutral Ps and Lion

I

%, %

'% '//,'fu'%t%
g,

r4

%,e%

V/,

l%"''

%%%%,
'%,, /l,i /fu

I

%,1

% %9,

%ffi%%
" "%,''-' "%."'

%,%%,'ffi | /n

,,%,

"'%.'''

%

W-:W- %,

"1,

7,/,,1

"n)

Solvers - issue ?. R.BRAIN, A.W.INGLETON, S.PANTAZIS & T.G.POLLARD score 31 maximum,
S.J.G.TAYLOR scores 30, D.NIXON (who got his copy late) scores 22,Erieh BARTEL scores 16.
Solutions to this issue to reach me bv mid-June
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11,3. Erich BARTEL
SeriesHP3 (+ ways)
Circe Malefique.
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ll4. Paul VALOIS
Series Mousse-mate
in 4 (see text!)
7/,

%,

{i:r

Notes for Solvers

We begin with three pictorial problems. Your views as to what g8 represents are invited.
The retracted moves form part of the picture. For Helpmate and Grasshopper see earlier issues.
In HM2* there are 5 single moves and White goes first. In 105 the twins are: (b) d3-c3, (c) g2-e1
and f5-e4. In 106 the Antipodean Kings can be captured and reappear a (q,+) Ieap away, they are
6iTy in check if the reappearance square is occupied. The other pieces are normal. In 10? Pao and
Vao move, respectively, on Rook and Bishop lines, but capture by hopping over one man, along
the same lines, to any distance beyond. In 108 Patrol Chess means that a piece that is not 'backed
up'(i.e, guarded by one of its own colour) does not capture or check - thus without WRa1, BK
could play to b5 since Pa4 does not check. In 109 the prohibitions still apply in the final positions
(i.e. fairy mates). The checkless condition prohibits checks that are not checkmate. In 110 the
whole board is available in each part (but may not be needbd). ln ttt Neutral men may be regarded as White or Black by the player whose turn it is to move - thus W could not promote either P
to Knight because Black would nominate them Black - checking the WK. A Lion hops over one man
to any distance beyond, along Queen lines. NLfT can hop to h? (checking WK) or to d?, or can
capture NPc?. In 112 like pieces guarding each other are paralysed, and this applies to Kings as
well as Rooks, so Ks can stand on adfacent squares. Can a sound Duplex version be composed?
In Circe Malefique the captured pieces are replaced on the home squares of the other
player, but do not change colour. In 113 and 115 Black plays the series of moves to reach a
position where White can stalemate in one move. Mousse-mate in lL4 was invented as a response
to my Moose problem sent as a Christmas/New Year Greeting. In Mousse chess, after each
completed move, all pieces move down one rank. rtThis is because as mousse thaws out, it softens
and sinks (well, I couldn?t think of any other usable property)" explains the composer. The
diagram was supplied appropriately on the tid of a mousse tub. The number of moves in 115
should not be feared - they are all by the Royal Wazir c8, the slowest-moving piece in existence,
and with a Locust about (at b7) it is forced to keep its back to the wall most of the time. The
Locust moves like a grasshopper but captures the man it hops over. In Circe Exchange the
captured piece reappears on the square Just vacated by its capturer; in other words they change
places. It is assumed in this composition that a Pawn displaced to the first rank has no powers
The circled pieces in 116 can change from Rook to Bishop, or from Bishop to Rook, at
will - the transformation being considered a 'movet (i.e. they are JekyII & Hyde pieces - see
Chessics 15 p14). Helpcompelmate in 6i means 6 pairs of help-moves (Black first) to reach
a position where Black's next move must give mate.

Many thanks for the Christmas and New Year Wishes with these problems.
MORE ORIGINAL COMPO$TIONS URGENTLY REQUIRED!
SOLUTIONS to Exact Echo Problems, p.l31.
16. HANAZAWA. Set 1...Ke? 2Gg5 Kd6 3Ge3 Ge2 4Sd3 Sb5+ PIay 1Gc4 Sb5 2Ke4Kf7 3Kf5 Gg3
aGE4 sd6*. l0- HOLLADAY & ALBERT' (a) rsto Ke2 2Ke4 Rc3 3sd5 Rca* (b) lsgs Ke2 2Ke4 Kf2
ixr+ nna+ (c) rscs* Kdz 2Kd4 Rb3 3d5 Rb4+ (d) r.Kc6 Kc4 2Kd6 Kb5 3Kds Rd3+ (e) 1Sg5+ Kf8
2Ke6 Rh3 gKf6 Rh6+ g0-BB. KALoTAY. 30(a) 1Kh4 Kf4 2Khb e4 3Kg6 e5 4Kf7 Bh? 5Ke6 Bg8*
30(b) lKg Ba6 2Rf3 Kd4 3Kf5 e4 4Ke6 e5 5Rf? Bc8+ 31(a) 1Rd6 Ke4 2e6 Bh6 3Kc3 Kf3 4Kd4 e4
bKe; Bgi+ 31(b) 1e6 e4 2Kd3 Bab 3KeB Kc4 4Kf 4 Kd3 5Ke5 Bc?+ 32(a) 1e5 e3 2Rd2 Ke4 3Rd5 Kf 3
4KdB KTz bKe4 896+ 3g(a) i.es Kf3 2Rf4 Ke3 Je4Kd2 4Kf2KdL 5Ke3 Bc5* 33(b) 1Rd4 Kh3 2Kf2
Bd8 3Ke3 KgZ 4e5 Kf1 5e4 Bgst.
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REVIEWS
Current Ches.s Problem Peri.odi.cols

St^nvey of
The following list is very incomplete

and patchy - I can only review those periodicals that I
subscribe to or receive on exchange, or that are sent from time to time for purpose of review. It
is difficult to keep up with all that goes on - I hardly find time nowadays even to read the journal
that I help to produce, The Problemist. There are important Journals pubtished in the USSR, and in
Holland and Hungary, foi6xam[GJfrat I have never seen but know oi from quoted compositions.
The list is confined in the main to periodicals specifically devoted to problems - there ale also of
course numerous chess Journals.that have problem pages, not to mention newspaper columns.

U.K.

fire Problemist is the Journal of the British chess problem society (Bcps), membership of

wnicnEfrffiGrnational,notmerelyBritish.Itcoverseverythingthatisgoingoninthe
world of chess problems, and has more than enough original problems in every iiiue to keep the

most avid solver busy (87 in the current issue alone of all types) as well as articles on particular
themes or composers. The Society is currently busy with preparations for the big FIDE meeting
at Bournemouth, 19-26 August 1989, at which the World Chess Problem Solving Championship
will be held. The event also coincides with the centenary of T.R.Dawson (who was first editor of
The Problemist, 1926-31, among his many activities). Participants are asked to bring with them
original problems showing any newly invented fairy piece to celebrate this centenary. (How new
is new? - I leave that to the judges to decide.) Membership costs 810. Full details from the BCPS
secretary, colin Russ, Darwin college, The university, canterbury, Kent, cr2 ?NZ.
Problem Observer is an ideal way for a beginner to get some idea of what the world of
chess F6utemJls anout without being overwhelired by the scale of it all. Each issue contains
nine problems, usually 5 direct mates and 4 other types, for solving. Subscription is only l-gp or
1 reply coupon per issue (€1.15, overseas 81.45, per year). The speciality of the editor, lohn l,ing,
is of course task problems, as expounded in his tChessay' The Power of the Pieces. Write to him

at:4].TivertonRoad,Loughborough,Leicestershire,LE1m
The Problemist
R.TURNBULL
May 1987

',-

,;i;f

M.RITTIRSCH
May 1988

lt

%

'rfr, /,

ryr%

/4'
'r/, i'

HM3 \2 ways)
Ks in check move only'
as the checking pieee.
1Kb1 Sd5 2Qf4+ Kb3
3Qd2 Sc3* 1Qa3+ Keb
zKbz KdA 3Qa1 Saa*

.'2.

HM3+ (b) e?-f8
Neutrals
(a) 1Seg8 f5 2Kg6+
Kh? 3Bd4 g5 4fg(e.P.)
(b) 1Qb8 Kf 6+ 2Ke7
gE3Bh4 f5 agf(e.p.)

fire

HM 2 (Z ways)
N ightrider
Grasshoppers
tGbB Rb7 2Be5 Rf ? 1P=N (thr. Nh6+)
3Bh8 Gg8* r.Ge3 Rb6 R/B/Nf?
2Ga7 Rb5 3Ba5 Ga6* 2Rb5/Nb7 /Bd7+

Dawson set all aspects of this triple
Grimshaw, but far less economically.

Games and Puzzles Journal

T.R.DAWSO

II

Erich BARTEL
January 1 989

n-%
/ih

ti

Problem Observer
K.CAMERON
July 1987 (ZnO Pr.)

TOURNEY

As part of the celebrations of T.R.Dawsonrs Centenary I am proposing a special chess
problem_composing
wvrrrpuDrrrti tourney
Luur-ilsy r(Jt'
vr-vvrsrrr
for l-lrt'e(jL-tllare
rwo-movers uslng
rrsinE Nlgnlrloers
Nigntriciers on boards
Boards
Direct-mate Two-movers
of Anv Size. Other riders may a
).
Thiss will be an IInformal tourney, judged by the Editor (G.P.JELLISS) and entries will
be published in the Q$!
,Journal as received. Provisional deadline for final entries will
be 28th November 1989 (the centenary of Dawson's birth).
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[.I.S.l..

is
I've put this section here for the benefit of English-speaking readers, not because the USA
tzine'
problem
general
a
not
have
exceptionally active - on the contrary until quite reeently it did
(time flies!) so my
U.S. problem Bulletin has now been appearing regularly for over ten years,

comm@ineisnotreallyfair.DespitelackingajournalformanyyearStheU.S.
the

nevertheless has a tradition of many strong active composers whose work appears all over
world. Each issue of the USPB is 16 pages with abbut 30 problems, original and selected. Editor is
Eugene Rosner. Subscriptions $8 ($9 overseas) to Bob Sostack, 2484 Ramona Street, East Meadow'
N.Y. 11554, U.S.A.
Ideal Mate Review edited by Eugene Albert, 3151 Eucalyptus Avenue, Long Beach, California'

goeoo@emostfascinatingpublicationsinthechessprob}emworld.ItspeciaIises

solely in problems ending in ideal mates - i.e. pure mates involving qll.the forces on the board a subject-which, despitelhese apparently extremely restrictive conditions still produces an endless
streah of ueauiiful and ingenious problems. Professor Albert has made this field of study his own
since the fifties, or earlier-. His 1966 book Ideal Mate Chess hoblems surveyed what was then known'
bscription to IMR is $5/year.
and now an IOeat rvtate EncyctopeOia is im

Ideal Mate Review
M. MCDOWELL
Jan-Mar 1988

U.S.Problem Bulletin
G.BAKCSI
Jan -Feb 1 986

M.KIRTLEY
Apr-Jun 1988

Mate in 4.
8+ 2bc(S)+
Kd? 3f 8(S)+ Sxf 8 gf(S)+,

1c 8(S)+ Qxc

1Re? (e8 lel? a5lsf6!)
threat 2Se4 Rxe2*
Pxe2 2Re3 Pxdl(a)+
Pxf 2 2Rc2 Pf 1(S)+
Rxf 2 2Rxd? Rxe2*

Nightrider

1Nd2 with 8 mates

by WK moves

Dawson gave a t3man setting of this

in

L927 .

(a) 1Kc6 sb8+ 2Pxb8(B) scz 3Kxc7=
(b) 1Pc8(S) Sc6 2Kxc6 Sc7 3Kxc?=
(c) 1Pxd8(Q)+ Kaz 2Qc8 sc5 3Kxc5=
(d) 1Pxb8(R)+ KaT zRxb?+ Ka8 3kc6=

FRANCE
France seems currently to be the centre of the greatest activity in the chess problem
world, at least that is my impression, taking over from the long-term dominance of Germany,
though only a couple of years ago they seemed to be in the doldrums. Letrs hope the impetus
continues. Perhaps it has something to do with the bicentennial of the Revolution this year.
Diagrammes, which I hadntt actually seen for many years, has suddenly sent me the
January-tvlarch 1989 issue, Number 88, together with a Number 1 'Special'. The latter is a
celebration of the longer direct mate problems (4 or more moves) by the German expert
Hans-Peter Rehm. The booklet is laid out in a very helpful manner, with sections on particular
themes - Batteries, Interferences, Indians, Romans, Circuits, White King, and so on. Since this
is a subject on which I am even more ignorant than two-movers I look forward to the chance to
study it thoroughly. There is no better way to get to understand a subJect than to study the best
works of a master of the genre. The title of the supplement is Les Multicoups de Hans-Peter

Rehm.TheperiodicalDiagrammesitselfisveryweIlprinted,a

large diagrams in an attractive style, six to a page. There are 38 originals of aII types, and
some interesting articles - particularly three by Pierre Monreal on various fairy pieces, and
part 39 of a series'Le Supertask'by Jaques Fulpius on Schiffmann Defences. General editor is
Claude Wiedenhoff, subscription 1?0 Francs/year, payable to'Echecs & Compositions'at'
13 avenue des Causses, 91940 Les Ulis, France.
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Phenix is not one but three Journals in a single package - Phenix, Rex Multiplex and Themes
yoffisubscribe
to Phenix by itself (it contains originals of all types for solving, solutions
Oa -

of previous issues, and other general matter)while Rex Multiplex and Themes 64 contain articles
on fairy and orthodox problems respectively. Subscription rates are: 250 Francs complete, 200 for
two parts or 150 for one. Director is Denis Blondel, 22 Allee des Bouleaux, 94510, La Queue en
Brie, France, with co-editor Jean-Marc Loustau. No l appeared May 1988, No 2 October' and the
latest issue, No 3/4 is dated December 1988. The latest Themes 64 consists mainly of a massive
article by Jacques Rotenberg on Diagonal/Orthogonal trcTffimbination with other themes.

Diagrammes

Phenix

-

H+3 (set ptay)

J.C.I)UMONT &
P. MONREAL
Jan-Mar 1989

tht

,;fr,

1987

J. ROTENBERG &
J.M. LOUSTAU
May 1988

Rex Multiplex
K. SUKUMAR
May 1988
*Z Sentinal Chess

'%, 4/
//lr,

Zrrrl.

,n

,::,ur,

%t

f....Sh5 2Kg5 Sf4 3Kh4 H+3. Cowboys.
5g6* 1cxg8! Se6 2Gd5 1S5e6 Kd? 2Sc7
Kxd6 3Sge8 Ke5*
Sg5 3ch5 Sf3+

*z Lions

1e 5 I (thr. Li-c a+)

d5/c 4/Rc2
2 Li-h6 /Rh 3 /Sh4

1Sc 5(W Pe6)

Kf4 /d4ld6(npe5)
2 Rg3(WPe3)/nc3(wPe 3)/
Sa6(WPcb)+

(set sh4/Li_h6/Rh3)

cyclic change
by him T ry
The Grunenwald problem from Diagrammes happens to be quoted in an article
pieces.
one of
of
numbers
different
laffi-g,r.rutur.wittr
Multiplex on,ideal mate probrems:o
pierre Monrealrs articles in Diagrammes oniairy pieces revives J.de A. Almay's'cowboy' from
i.e. staiemat-es, any man.on the same rank or file and
r"lrlr-Cn"r, i"ti"w1ig4oj -ffir*"rl
along
with all eight squares round it vacant - it ulro moves like a Rook (but does not capture)
plus
given,
the board edge - a correction of the original problem, by J.P.Boyer 11d Monreal is
pieces
- that at
to immobilise other
this new com-position in which the cowdoy is also allowed
rEchecs
rcutting'
Sentineller
tfe lassoo.
h5 immobilises the wB e4 until it is resculd by the wK
(as-a
pawn
(not
behind
pawn)
a
leaves
piece
Any
Multiplex.
Rex
in
is the subject of an article
-a
rsentinalr or 'sentryr) when it moves -Cfr-.pI from square on ranks 1 or 8. I am not clear if
that
*ou", it can certainly check..Other compositions add the restriction
the pawn so left
effects
"an of one colour can exist - this allows some novel'half-pinning'
not more than g pawns
piece
cannot
the check, but the other-pinned
where one pieee rnoves, leaving a pawn to stop
This seems to be a fruitful idea' It is
ihoes.
its
tiU
pawn
to
now move because there is no
recollection of
attributed to C.K.Ananthanarayunurrirrin" Hindu 1984' but I have a vaguean exact reference 19?6 but cannot trace
seeing it before u"J". the name of 'planffi--d
it now seems to have done'
as
time,
that
at an! rate the idea did not catch on at

EUROPE
World Chess Composition Tournament of the F.I.D.E. (3. fVCqTUgla-Ulg is a Joint
oven of F=eensch_qch.for FIDE.
proou
It contains the complete award;iTETomposiiions in the ten sections, and is multi-lingual each judgers award being given in his own language in the main. I have no details of price
or availability.

to be continued
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A GATIE?

Continued from p.?b

13' Boards. I! *" represent the cells by dots and indicate the moves that are permitted
in the game (by all
or some of the pieces) uy tines Joining tn" coir-we get a network diagram.
In general moves need not be reveriible and we would
in-dicate
uv'arr;*ffi.
For the
present, for simplicity, we will however consider only reversible tnis
moue!,
forming
a
non-oirectional network, which we will term Just a net. A net "is usuauy
to be connected; that
is'itispossibletoreachanycell.iroman]_otherinaseries-ofmov!;;1";;ffifthe

"r.6"0

net' This however is not essential. For example, the moves of the white-square and black-square
Bishops in Chess form two nets with no connecting move (oy a gisnop)'6"ir""n
them.
(of connection) of a cell is the number -of otner'cells to which
Tn".Set"".
by a single move. A cell of degree 0 is isolated (forming a mini-board all by it is connected
A cell of degree 1 is an end-cell (or cul-OGi)l A cell oi d"gree Z is a passageitself - an isle).
eeu. A cell of
degree 3 or more may u6GrmEo a Jqnction. The largest degree of
any
cell
to
be found in a
net may be termed the degreq of the ner as a whole. A net of oJgree o ir g'ur
a set (of unconnecred isles). A net of cegrGffiTs a set ol a! least one pair of coinected ;;t;
ifri"po]riitv *i,n
some isles as well. A connected net of degree 2 ws can call a track, and a
het of
degree 3 or more deserves the appellation of bogrd. All connected
nets of 1 to 4 "onn:"tlij
cells:

z

L

a

H

*V*J*.o>*1,n+

14. Planar Boards. We are at liberty to arrange

the dots in the net diagrams as we please,
if they were' in _H-l.Qudeney's phrase, button and'string
configuraiions [Am"usements in naatnenatics.l1'977,pp229-2.30].includingu.ntyingastringandretyin[itarter.ffi

as

through the other strings. Two such diagraris, on" o-"f which can oe rearranged to give
the other
are (connectively) equiv-alent nets. (e.g. Diagram A below.)
It may be th-at in a net diagram some of the lines will eross one another at points that
do not represent places where pieces may be placed (i.e. cells). If we can eliminate iuch crossovers by suitably redrawing the diagram then the net is called planar. An exact criterion to
determine whether a net is planar or not is provided by the remaiEb-iE theorem of Kuratowski
(t930) that may be stated as follows: A- net is plan_ar pjovide9 it dges not contain cells connected,
^-^l-^ of
-r :-a
either directly or via^ +-^
tracks
interme

A

A=K

BfrKs
R3w

- each cell is connected to every other. R3 is the c@.!9
formed by connecting each of three celli to eacn of tnr* others.
The non-planarity of R3 is the basis of the well known puzzle of supplying three homes with
water' gas and electricity without the supply lines crossing [H.E.Dudeney, A in M, problem 2S1,
PP73' 200-2011 which can be solved only by some such cheat as allowing one suppty line to pass
through one of the houses on the way to another. A Kb puzzLe could be presented in the form
of a tour by Arnold Bennett's Anna of thq Five Towns (iJurslem, Fenton, Hanley, Longton and
K5 is the complete_net of 5 cells

bi-partite net oETdF3

-

Tunstall-nowallinStoke-on-@mustcroSSherpathugainoni'h"w"y
home after visiting every town twice (her home being near one town).

In the case of a planar net we can represent the
-eells by plane areas and the moves by
boundary lines common to the areas connected. The fottowing""i"-uir
possible nets of 1 to 4
cells presented in this form:

oorrrrAffitrbOftrT-l
!-23

@

*C.Kuratowski, 'Sur le probleme des courbes gauches en topologie',
Fund. Math. lS, 2?1-gg.
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& NIGITOLOGY

The term "numerology?' literally translated means simply t'the study of numbersr, but
unfortunately it has been misapplied to the use of numbers in fortune telling (for which the
proper term should be rrnumeromancy") so that mathematicians tend to use clumsier ohrases
such as I'theory of numbersr? or t?higher arithmetict' for this braneh of study, which is a pity.
(The same comments apply to "astrology" and itastromancy".)
NumerologYr as I understand the term here, is concerned with properties of numbers
per se; properties depending on the scale of notation, or otherwise using particular numbers,
chosen for no special reason, are excluded from the exercise. The study of the properties of
the expressions for numbers in particular systems of numeration I catl '?digitology'r. Exercises
in this branch of number theory are given on the opposite page.

Ffrst, Lost and Only Numbers
It is easy to define numbers that are the first of their kind, since any set of cardinal

numbers has a first element (this is known as lE6*"well-ordering principle'i). Some numbers
however are the last of their kind (and others are the only ones of their kind). Can readers
provide further exEilf,les to add to the following?
0. The only number which added to any number does not alter it. N + 0 = N.
1. The only number which multiplying any number does not alter it. N x 1 = N.
2. The only number such that any number^is a sum of a sst of itg powers (i.e. no more than
one of each). The powers of 2 are 2u = L, 2L = 2, 22 = 4, 2J = 8, etc. Thus 3 = 2 * L,
5 = 4 + 1, 6 = 4 + 2, 7 = 4 + 2 + Iretc. This is the basis of the binary number system.
?. The largest prime number for which the Fermat quotient (Zp-f - 1)/^p is a square.
Thus (2b-- 7)/7 = 63/7 = 9. The only other ease is 3, for which (22 - I)/3 = 7.
[A.H.Beiler, Recreations in the Theory of Numbers, 1966, p.308.J
24. The largest number that is divisible by all non-zero numbers less than its square root.
24 = 1x24 = 2x12 = 3x8 = 4x6 [L.F.Taylor, Numbers, Faber & Faber 1g?0].
30. The largest number with the property that atl numbers less than and relatively prime
to it are unity or prime. 30 is co-prime with 1,7,11, 13, 19,23,2g. The other, smaller
numbers with this property are: 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 72, L8, 24. [J.V.Uspensky & M.A.Heaslet,
Elementary Number Theory, 19391.
?0. The only number whose square is also pyramidal (i.e. the^sum of successive squares,
beginning with 12). 702'= 4900 = f i-22 + 32 +... + 242. [A.H.Beiler, pl96J.
140. The largest number whose square is also tetrahedral (i.e. the sum of successive triangular
numbeis, beginning with 1). 1402 =19600 = 1 + 3 + 6 + 10 + ... + Lt76.[Bei]er, p19?J.
The only other number with this property is 2 for which 22 = 4 = 1 + 3.
fiI. (The first infinity.) The only number of things that can be matched to a subset of itself
(i.e. is infinite) and can be circularly permuted. [See issue 5+6, p.90.]

I suspect that every number has some special property unique to itself

if

one searches enough.

Mersewte Primes
'C.C.Ritert writes eoncerning the listing of Mersenne Primes on page g0, noting that 81 should
be 89 (as reported on page 112) and adding that:rrTwo others are now linown. iroogr"(see Journal of
Recreational Mathematicq Vol 18, No 4, p.8S) waFtiscoveredrin Sept. 1g85..ffiponen|fiTlfi3-

@rIierinvestigators(seeScienceNews,Feb.6,1988).Infacitherffi
published The Book of Prime Number Records (Pauto niUenUoim, Springer Verlag, t88) states erronggntlto.asystematicsearchhasiowbeencomp]eted;ffi

150000' which assures that 132049 provides indeed the 29th Mersenne prime (in increising order)".',.

WOntgdi:

Numerical questions relating to games of any type - e.g. there must be many
interesting problems involving the scoring in such games as Darts, Snooker, Cricket, etc.
I have already collected a few with the idea of presenting a feature on the sublect. Does
anyone know Eddington's Cricket problem? I remember reading a glowing reference to it
somewhere, but find it is not where my memory says it was! - Not an unusual occurrence.
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Pnme PemnutobttttY

By T.W.MARLOW

jn the
The question asked (pl12) was: What is the maximum number of prime permutations
The
following
attained.
they
case of numbers of B, 4, s, o or more digits, and for what numbers are
seem to be the best results. lThese have been confirmed by G. J. SUGGETT]'
digits: 4 primes: 379, 997r 739,937 / I79, t97,7L9, Slt / L49, 4L9, 49L,947
e ci[its, 1 f primes: 72'37, 1327, L7 23, 2137, 237 l, 27 L3, 27 31, 3217, 327'l', 7 2L3' 7 32I
3

L297, 2L79, 2719, 279L, 2917, 2971, 7729, 72L9, 9127, 972L
b digits: 89 primes: 13?80, 138?9, 1?389, 1?839, L83?9, 1839?' L8?93, 189?3' 1"938?' _3?189'
3819?, 38791, 3891?, 389?1", ?1389, ?1983, ?3189, ?3819, 78139' 78193'
?9813; etggz, 819?3, 83?19, 83?91, 8?931' 8913?' 89317' 89371' 9138?'
gtegz, 918?3, 9318?, 93871-, 9?381, 9?813, 98317' 98713' 98731
6 digits: 148 primesz 723479 and its permutes (Iist provided).

tzls,

The best I can offer
in English as response

Cryptoritfims
The inset cryptarithm in Italian was sent by

a Christmas and New Year
of a short holiday in
Tuscany): It has the title: Arilmetica
Elementare Una Som ma Vera. Each letter
e ten digits:

T.H.WILLCOCKS as

Greeting (tne result

By h.J.NASH

R

0

S

E

I

is the multiplication:

ITiX

SE

T T E
0 T T 0
N

q

V

TRE

E

N

T

A

0r1 ,2r3r4r516r718,9.

F'ibonacci &
Recutring Decimols

E

Tl^lTLVE

which has 3 solutions"

(an<i others re]ated)
is given by L.F.TaYlor in
Numbers ( tg70) p.48, I have
Editor.l
ffie(d.

[fnis result

0.0LL2358
13
2L

34
55

B9
With regard to the Fibonaeci series'
144
the most astonishing property that
.T
-.*
I know concerns the decimal formed
19 1
202247
640449438
0 . b 112359 5 5056 1 7 97 7 52B0B9BB7
from it as indicated on the right:
Successive numbers of the series are added to give one extra decimal place every time, and
amazingly the result recurs after 44 places to give the reciprocal of 89. This is the more surprising,
as it depends on the scale of notation as well as the properties of the Fibonacci numbers.
I enclose the proof, for which I was indebted to Professor Lyness when I met him at a short
course in Hull in 1970 (I had seen the result stated by Martin Gardner in the Scientific American).
He presented me with the proof on the back of the proverbial envelope.
Let S = alx + a2x2 + aBxS + "' where &1 = 0, az= Ir&g = 1, ..., 8n = &n-1+&n-2 and x= L/I0

CalculateSx,thenS+Sx=S(1+x),thenxS(l+x)=alx+a3x2+a4x3+"'+srxntl+"'=S-x2
Thusx2=s-xs(l+x)=s(1-x-x2) andsos=x2/(t-x-x2)=(1/100)/(l-L/]o-1/100)=L/89

Numeri.cal Mnemonfcs
"C.C.Ritert' (Pronounced Writer I think) sends a photocopy of a remarkable'Self-referential
Story'by Michael Keith, published in The Mathematical Intelligencer (VoI 8, No 3) 1986 which, in

typesetintheoutlineofacircle,givyoucounttheIettersofthe

words. Any punctuation mark other than a full stop represents a zero digit. A word of 10 digits
represents the two successive digits 1 and 0; and so on for longer words. One digit appears as itself.
The story describes within itself the method of its construction!
T.H.Willcocks recalls this mnemonic for e, from about 1.930: "We proffer a mnemonic to
remember a standard or Naperian base". He comments: the penultimate word troubled me until
I consulted my dictionary - there are alternative spellings. It pays to check!
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A Gnornonic Questfon
By T.H.I,VILLCOCKS
The diagrams show another series of solutions.
The series here are not arithmetieal
progressions, but are of the form
trn..= 3un-1 + un-2

|
ru n

'-T

bDi
so
1f,tr

'F{

Fa

co
oc

Ebo
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bE
ao
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gg
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FE
oo
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Fod

E
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r-{l
t_:1
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Bridge Aucttons
By Rev. R.A.DEARMAN
There is a misprint, 2 instead of 22, in the number of bidding sequences on p.113. And
the comment following is obscure, to say the least! To construct a list of all valid sequences,
assuming no irregularities such as insufficient bids condoned, we can proceed as follows: .(1) {or each.level (1.C to_ ?N) independe4tly, choose any one of the 22 possibilities Pu, BPl,
BDPi, BP2DPi, nDRpi, Bp2DRpi, edp2npi, b'p2op2npi, where i can be 0, 1 or 2, B=bid, p=pass,
D=dblr R=rdbl: this gives 2235 stl'ings. (2) &emove P0: this leaves 2255-L, ali containing ai
least one bid and alI ending in P0, F1 or p2. (g) Make all these endings up to P3: this_ gluut
only (2235-r)/l distinct strings. (4) Precede each by P0, pt, p2 or P3: inis mates 412235J111g.
(5) Append the string P4: this gives (+xZZ35-t)/3 as requirect.
I submitted the conclusion, without any working, to Games & Puzzles: it was in No.2g,
october 1974, p.27. As it says there, the problem was arousGFblTlEG-ii-No.25, June 19?4,
p.29' which came in two parts, one identical to Ainley's second question [Wnat is the shortest
possible bridge auction?1, the other (surprisingly not asked by Ainley) asking for the longest
auction. The answers given (No.25, p.40), Iike Ainlels, assume that after ZNxx no morffi
are made since each player has no legal alternative to a pass. I wrote to quibble that according
to the rules the auction terminates after three (or four) consecutive passesf, so the shortest
auctions consist of 4 calls and the longest of 319 (including three forced passes at the end):
nearly 80 rounds! While I was at it I worked out the number of legal auctions and gave the
answer in the form (+/g)12235-1)+1 [approx. t.gxtO4?]. As far as I kriow nobodv confirmed this

"t ::"+tt:tYj'Iitlrlt'g"ction,-

problem raises a question. often at bridge uo, ,nrnn there was
nothing you could effectively have done to aveit a bad result. But of -course
there are usually
things you -cou!9 have done, like bidding 3NT, which might or might not have led to an even
worse result. In what circumstances can an individual player say tnat (even with hindsight)
there was absolutely nothing he could legalty do? As far as I can see the only answer is when
the player on his left deals and opens ?NT, which is immediately doubled and redoubled, his
partner makes a lead, and declarer claims 13 top tricks. This is nearly as bad as a snooker
player watching his opponent break off and clear the table -rnearlyr, because bridge is a partnership game and the partner very definitely contributed to the debacle.
*An analogy is when a player hgs91ly one card in the suit led. He has no choice legally
but to play it. Nevertfelgss he plays.it!-simitarty
a player obliged to pass after an irregutarity
(or after ?Nxx) passes! The mort-i-Think about inis'tne more
I am convinced. The answer 316
given in G&P inttru-oes- two passes in- which tne piaver has no discreiion in the
matter: ?NT,
Pass, lasETouble / jltt, Putt, Redouble. By their reasoning they might as well
take them
as read so that only 314 calls are made. Of course these are mere technicalities, but
the vast
maJority of the possible sequences (including this one) are unimagin"ot" in practice,
so we
are. dealing with technicalities. Sometimes the technicality matters,'".g. declarer
leads a spade
and dummy has only the queen. Left-hand opponent hesitates, unsure irn"tn". it is
for
self or partner to win. His partner is not aitbweC to decide ihe matter. The queenbetter
will
have
r------:
to be played but has not yet been played, even if dummy (annoyingly)'plays'it.
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ON LIBRARY RESE,ARCH
For an amateur enthusiast who is an academic outsider - i.e. someone without a degree
and not connected with some University Department, it is quite a difficult if not impossible
feat to gain access to many of our Libraries - and having gained access it can be an extremely

frustrating business to find the titles that you wish to consult. For instance there is apparently
no catalogue in the UK to tell you which Libraries contain which books - the only way to find
who has a particular book is to go to each establishment in turn. For example in my researches
on Knightrs Tours I sought a copy of C.F.de Jaenischrs book Traite des epptications Ce l,'a
Mathematique au Jeu des Echecs (1862). With the help of a
saying that I was researching the subJect with a view to producing a book (I still am - but slowly)
I was able to get a reader's ticket to the British Library - only to find that although Jaenisch
is in their catalogue their copy was destroyed in the war. By similar means I was able to get
a pass to the Bodleian Library at Oxford, allowing access on a limited number of days spread
over five years. I was able to make good use of this, principally to consult the H.J.R.Murray
manuseripts on Knight's Tours, but travelling there and staying over a few days can be expensive.
I was not able to locate Jaenisch there either. From Cambridge University Library I was able
to extract a ticket allowing a one-day visit specially to consult their copy - while there I went
through their catalogue room looking for other titles on my list without success. The moment
I put the book on my desk to read,the cover fell off with an embarrassing thump - I havenrt
dared go back there since incase I'm on their black-list as a vandal!
The procedures for obtaining a book at these large libraries require one to first search
through catalogue lists (which may occupy a room in themselves) and fiII in forms and then
wait - 2 hours or 2 days! - for the book to be obtained from the stores, which may be miles
away. Such procedures are not practical unless you can spend days on end on the work.

T''he Matltematic al As.soc ra tion C olle ction
My favourite Library so far is that at Leicester University, which houses the Mathematical
Associationfs collection and is thus accessible to members of that body. The collection is housed
in sliding racks in the basement, to which readers are allowed access - so that one can simply
open the racks at the appropriate subJect and browse along the shelves to see what books they
have- there on any particular subJect. The collection however does not seem to have been kept
regularly up to date. It would be a good idea if all reviewers of books in the Mathematical
9azetJe agreed to donate the books a?ter review (or a year or so later) to tne Library;-IT woulathen develop into a really fine collection.

The Strens Collection
The Eugene Strens Recreational Mathematics Collection:
Preliminary Inventory,
by the University of Calgary Libraries, Calgary, Alberta, Canada TzN 1N4 (price
$8' July 1986) has reached me from Richard K. Guy (Professor at the Department of

published

Mathematics and Statistics, 2500 University Drive N.W., Calgary). Eugene Strens (b. Roermond,
Netherlands, 1899' d. Breda, 1980) assembled a collection of over 10,000 books, reflecting
his wide-ranging interests, which included philately, chess, graphic art, meteorology, astronomy,
and especially mathematical recreations. Following his death a new home for the collection
was sought, and it (or at least the mathematical part - the catalogue is not clear on this) was
acquired (partly by donation from the Strens family, partly through grants from the Province
of Alberta) as a Special Collection by the University of Calgary Library. The two thousand
or so entries in the inventory represent the original Strens Collection, but this is already
beginning to grow through gifts from other collectors and the aim is that it should beeome
and remain the definitive collection in the area of recreational mathematics throughout the

worrd'

Chegs Cotlecttons

There are three maJor collections of books on ehess and chess problems that I know of,
namely: The J.G.White collection at Cleveland Public Library, Cleveland, Ohio, USA. At his
death in 1928 it contained 12000 books, this must have at least doubled by now I should think
if it has been fully kept up to date. In Australia there is the M.V.Anderson collection at the
State Library of Victoria, Melbourne (8500 volumes according to Bob Meadley's account in
The Chess Bookman in 19?9). And at the Royal Library in the Hague there is the Niemeijer
/van der Linde collection, with some 6500 titles (1955). I would be gtad of details of any other
collections known to readers. Why is there no comparable collection in the UK? Or is there?
The BCPS Library consists of a few bookcases in a corridor at University Cotlege London with,
at a guessr some 300 titles and no room for expansion even to keep up to date.
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GEOMETRY NOTES

Trtwtgulor Btlli'ords
problem B. The question of what happens when a ball is cued into a corner without a pocket
in a paper'
to hit both sides of the angle simultaneously has now been answered comprehensively
1988'
sept/oct
,Analysis of a collision pr6ulem' by Profesior A.G.MACKIE in th.e IMA Bulletin,
inis
problem
pp.130-134.rUnder the conventional assumptions of rigid, elasticE;EionsJfrc
linear
exert
and
determinate. A model is constructed in wtricrr the cushions are compressible
restoring forces on the baII.' [See 9APJ' paZ].
Problem 8. Some example cases are illustrated. If the ball is proJected to hit the base at a
point m nths of the way atong from the right angle (i.e. at a 'rational' point) then the ball will
- tne right anglbd corner if m and n are odd, the 45 degree corner
Lventualy reach a
"orn"r
if m and n are of opporiie parity im/n Ueing in its lowest terms - i.e. hcf(m,n)=l).
'

tt,

3/4

The dotted lines indicate how the paths are related to those the ball would follow on a square
board. The general Problem of a rectangular board is offered for consideration next time.

The Centres of o Triangle

The so-called 'Nine-Pointsr Centre

of a triangle is the centre

of

the circle through the mid-Points
(L, M,N) of the sides. This circle
also tiappens to Pass through
the feet of the altitudes (D,E,F)
and the mid-points (L" M"N')
of the upper parts (eU,BH,CH)

of the attitudesr BS well as L'MrN
hence the name but these nine
points are not alwaYs distinct.
In an isosceles triangle there
are only 8 distinct Points, in
a regular triangle 6 ' in a rightangled triangle 5, and in a rightangted isosceles onIY 4. A better
name is tMedialt Centre or Circle.

The fact that the medial circle
bisects the lines HA' HB' HC
is only a particular case of the
general rule that it bisects all
lines from H to the circumcirclt
In other words, H (tfre ortho-

centre) is the centre of si m ilitude
of the Medial and Circum Circles.
Other observations on the figure: The medial centre, K, bisects OH, where O is the circumcentre
and H the orthocentre. LLt,MMr,NNt are diameters of the medial circle, and AAT,BBI,CC' are
diameters of the circumcircle. The centroid G (where AL,BM,CN meet) is also the centroid
of the triangles AAIH,BB'HTCCIH, so that ArLtrB'M'rCrNf also meet at G, on the Euler line OGKH.
Now that we have found the centres of similitude of incircle and circumcircle (last issue)
and of circumcircle and medial circle, the next question to ask is where is the centre of
similitude of the medial circle and the incircle?
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TOURS 8< PATFIS

I hope to make this a regular section from now on. We begin with some Wazir paths.
The endless Wazir tour, A gives a circular permutation of all the pairs (r,s) of numbers 1,2,8,...
This goes some way towards solving the enumeration of the rational numbers asked for on p.g0.
In Qhe$sics 21, P.56, Spring 1985, I seem to have been under the impression that the 10x10
Wazir Tour with sguare-numbers-in-a-row was unique, but in fact if can be varied stightly
as shown here (tour B). The solution is unique in the 6x6 case but can be varied on larger boards.
tz31r(1El

A

B

I

2
7

1

r
C

1

7
q
Rook around the Rocks: My discovery that four blocks suitably placed on the 8x8 board are
sufficient to determine a unique closed Wazir tour of the remaining squares was published

in The Problemist, November 1979. The

weifiliffiEiEi-ed

numbers of blocks needed for smaller sguare boards
there, but solutions were not diagrammed - they are as follows:

Other solutions:
3: a1
4z al,dl ; aL rc2
5: a1,c2rc3; &1,c2rc5; &1,c3,c4; &1,c4,e3; b3,c1,c3
b4.rc1, e4; b4rc2rc3; c1, c2rc3; c1, c2,c5; c1,c3, e4; b3'c1,d4
6: aL,a4,d5,f4 [T.H.W.] 7: a3,b6,dl,f5,f6; c3,c6,d1,e5,f4 lboth by T.H.W.l
This was followed up in Qlpssics L2-,_p72, L981, where 14 solutions for the gxg case were given
(7 uy T.W.Marlow, z oylFlT)-ETb'a proof was given that
4 blocks are necessary, and that
one must oceur in each quarter. I have not conclusively proved that 4 and S are
the minima
for the size 6 and ? boards as yet - the.proof was specificio'the axe b;aro. The following
are
solutions for boards of sizes g (? blocks), to (e blocks) and 11 (9 blocksl-Jy r.H.WILLCOCKS,
senr
on.1?th May 1988, but reported first jn a letter ten years previously (22 May 19?8). How time flies!
-be
Mr Willcocks indicates how these,and an 8x8 solution,can
extended by insertion of extra central
ranks and files, with appropriate blocks, to give solutions of sizes !2,79r 14, 1b which can in turn
be extended still further, thus providing solutions for all square cases - probably with fewest blocks.
9

The Rocks direct the Rook
across the open board in '!t'A zrR wAVESrl

lo

t,
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& LETTERS

Rrne Games
Rune Games by MariJane Osborn and Stella Longland (Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1982,
net) is not about Games as usually understood in tnis Journal but about
activities that are more like Exercises "designed to help the individual explore his psyche".
ItRunes are the angular letters of the earliest writing system of the Germanic tribes.tl
ttThe shape of each rune is highly individual and cannot be changed into any other rune by

reprinEdEffis

changing the angle of viewing.'r (Unlike our letters b, d, p, q for example.) "Indeed in
rune carvings runes are often inscribed upside-down or back-to-front." Besides having a
phonetic interpretation, each is also an ideogram, representing some concept important in
the life of those times, such as: man, horse, home, oak, bow, star. The 'games' depend on
using staves or counters engraved with the rune symbols, selecting them in some random,
or formalised manner, and meditating on the selection or arrangement thus found. The
authors reinterpret rdivination' as meaning not finding out what Fate has in store for us,
but seeking out or seeking to develop the divine within us. Besides this attempt to Justify
old pagan practices with modern psychology and with christian symbolism, there is also
some attempt in the later games to relate the Runes to other mystical symbolisms such
as Numerology of time, the Kabbalistic tree of life, and so on. While finding such symbolisms attractive in some ways as art of a kind, the reviewer, hard-bitten sceptic that he is,
doubts the value of the whole thesis - sometimes it is better to cast off old theories like phlogiston - and forget them rather than to recast them into a modern mould.

Fh F vR t x PH+ l +.1''xY h t

B

MnF I gHrF h+W

Other sources I have consulted give different numbers of letters and vary their shapes
and names. No doubt there were variations over the years and from place to place. Evidently
the signs tend to be formed of straight lines and are partly systematie in construction. For
example, from the rbirch' rune we can derive a family of 10 symbols by deleting one or more
of its sloping lines, as below. These, and pairings of them back to back or front to front, produce
symbdls that resemble the runes, or coincide with thern, in many cases.

FREPNDKF,PI
ttrunes?r to any set of symbols
constructed
For recreational purposes we can apply the name
in a systematic manner. Readers may like to try to construct their own systematic alphabet,

Affirabetical TopnIoW
I'letter'r
Of more mathematical interest is whether it is possible to count how many different
shapes are possible. To do this we need to decide on exact criteria for considering two shapes
distinguishable. To begin with we shall only use the most crude rules - subtle distinctions such
as beiween 1 and I oi uetween 0 and o which cause perpetual confusion to proof-readers of
mathematical texts are well beyond our remit. Our rules will be as follows:
(a) We consider only letiers formed with straight lines,, and .do not distinguish between
In the typical diagrams
similar shapes formed with linet of different lengths t e.8. I = f
(b)
distinction between
make
do
not
We
possible.
as
below *e dra* all lines as nearly equal
?Ioose
freely, provided it
be
rotated
can
end'
a
thui
acute, right-angled and obtuse anglei of
the other lines in
of
one
continuation
a
becomes
it
does not-pass oeyono any point wie."
follows:
as
My
results
are
the figure. (c) fne figure formed must be connected.

rr)| (2) L'rX

(')f<AtrZF*PFIF4KTI HV

vvr<xArTF4r*+f *{AA

Even with these Draconian restrictions the number of 3-Iine possibilities is surpristng
(have I missed any?) Some of these shapes can be eliminated by further restrictions' e.g. that
all the lines must be exactly the same length, or no line may be crossed twice. Enumerating
the 4-line symbols is ctearly a daunting task - any takers? It will probably be necessary to
clarify some of the conditions or to introduce new conditions.
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Westbl-try

- The Number,lymbot Gome

Alan Parr in Hopscotch 7 8 (July f gee) described a new game invented by ten-year old pupils
Westbury JMI School in 1988. It is based on the now familiar liquid-crystal digits seen on
electronic equipment - but equally effective for display with old-fashioned matches:

at

n
nl
3
ul L lLf5,
fl 5
I

The game begins with matches displayed in the form of the number 88. Each player in turn
moves two matches to make a bigger number, of not more than three digits (e.9. by removing
the middle lines of the 8s and using them to form a 1 the first player gets to 100, then by moving
one match in each 0 the second player can get to 196). The first player unable to move loses.
What is the best strategy?
More recently Alan wrote with some further questions: I'Some interesting Westbury sessions
lately - e.g. If you remove the 3-column limitation, what is the highest number to be reachable
in actual play? If you play to make a smaller number each time, what is the lowest number?
(You need to use a- Cecimat point in tnis versilon). The above versions refer to stFliilf from 88.
What happens starting with 89?

Z

The idea of linear symbols for numbers
is not new - the set of symbols shown
here were proposed by Edouard Lucas
in his L?Arithmetique Amusantg (t 495).

7

My chess correspondents in the USSR
invariably have the foltowing symbols
printed on the backs of their envelopes:
presumably for playing Eastbury?

Pruinounceable Codes
A stotely pleasure-dome decree
Where Alph the soc red rtver ren

to man

The coded verse on page 94 is of course
the start of lKubla Khan' coded by shifting
one vowel to the preceding vowel (a to u)
and each consonant to the preceding one

Srmply Strange

The Words:

7

Fli xyosm dwuhp kuj qyntz ubiw fli reca guv.
But says: "still I doubt any system will give
really good results - English is not a gooo
language for this sort of thing."

By Loretta BRUCE

Some everyday three or four-letter
words also have more obscure meanings.
such is the case of the thirteen words
listed alphabetically below. Decide which
of these words fit the definitions alongside,
and write them in the spaces provided.
There is one surplus word. when the
diagram is correctly completed, the rz
letters in the column marked by an arrow,
reading down from 1 to LZ, will spell out
the unusual meaning of the surplus word.

ffie,

_<

(u to z). Michael KELLER comments that
"slightly better results might be gained by
dividing phonetically into five or six groups,
€.9. AEIOUY(vowels), BDGV(voiced), C SZ
(sibilants), HLRW(semivowets), JeX(clusters)
FKMNPT(unvoiced)" from this by the reverse
process he codes;

In Xanadu dtd Kubla Khan
Through ceverns meosure less
Down to a sunless sec.

3a
XYN

1. Unit of acceleration
2. A lot
3. A penny
4. Football
5. Small flock
6. Attempt
T. A pint
8. Clear a ditch
9. A dirty pool
10. 9000
11. Entangle
12. Together

DUB' ELF' ETA, FEY, GAL' LoG' MINT, sAM, SLEW, TRIP, WING.
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The prize for the best solutions to the word puzzles on page 93 goes to S.J.G.Taylor.

Clock Words: The setter, Bob McWilliam, provided a sequence of 40 more or less familiar words,
as follows: FEAR, DAM, NOISE, LAME, LANE, LAM, NOSE, LATE, LAND, FLAN, OIL, ANT,
REST, RANT, RAT, ROT, REMIT, RENT, RELIT, RAM, NOR, DAMN, ODE, LAST, RAN, ORE,
LARD, FEND, FED, FORD, FIST, REAM, NOTE, LORD, FLAIR, DAIS, TEA, MODEL, AND, FLAT,
(etc.) as an example. Stephen Taylor finds a sequence of 155 words! All are sanctioned by Chambers
(1988) but many are unfamiliar: FAD, FAND, FARD, FED, FEND, FEOD, FORD' FAIR' DEAR' DEN,
oIL, AIL, ANIL, ARE, LADE, LAME, LANDE, LANE, LARE, LIE, LIFE, LIRE, LODE, LORE, LOSE,
LOTE, LAM, NAM, NIM, NORM, NIL, AIR, DAMN, ODA, MNA, MOA, MORA, MORE, LAST, RAIT,
RANT, RAT, REAST, REIST, REMIT, RENT, REST, RET, RIT, ROST, ROT, REAMS, TAIS, TAMIS,
TAMS, TANS, TEAMS, TEAS, TELS, TEMS, TENS, TIS, TRAMS, TAI, SAI, SEMI, STAMNOI, SEA,
MIRE, LAND, FEN, ORF, ELF, ERF, ELM, NIE, LAD, FLAIR, DEAN, ODE, LAID, FAR, DAM, NIRL,
AIDE, LAIR, DAIS, TAM, NITRE, LAIRD, FEAR, DAMS, TAN, ODEA, MODE, LAR, DEMIT, RAS,
TBA, MODEL, AMIDE, LARD, FLAM, NODE, LID, FLAN, OLM, NOEL, AMIR, DEIST, REAM, NOIL,
ANODE, LIST, REAN, ORD, FAT, RAMS, TEAM, NOISE, LIT, REANS, TEL, ANTE, LOID, FELT,
REIS, TELA, MITRE, LOIR, DENT, REM, NOSE, LOR, DOT, RAMI, SEL, ATE, LAMS, TEN, ORE,
LORD, FOIST, REN, ORFE, LOST, RANI, STELA, MOTEL, ANISE, LIS, TRAM, NOTE, LOT; RAN.

Dart Words: The letters have values thus: A=9, B=14r C-13, D=5, E=18, F=8, H=6, I=16, L=IZ, N=4,
O=2, P=l0, Q=20, R-15, S=19, T=11, U=L, W=7, f,-L7, Y=3 and the words around the dart board are:

QUENCH, PROXY, SWIFT, BALD"
Elementary Words: The longest word, found by Stephen Taylor, is PTOFEsSiONaLISAIION (tg letters).
Are You Game: Rooks upon a3,b6,c8,d4,e5,f 7,gL,h2 cover the letters ROULETTE reading downwards.
The

t5 prize offered

on page 114 is unfortunately cancelled for lack of interest.

Double

Btanlr

Words requiring the use of two blanks in Scrabble, and found in Chambers (1983) are:
ZI1ZAGGING (10), BEBLUBBERED (tt), USpOSSESSES (r2) ano no doubt others - I have not
had time to do a very thorough search. Another word well known in these pages' but not.yet
in wider circulation is UINtfvtUMMER ( and MAXIMUMMER of course) equalling the minimum
of 10 letters. A good try, but not authorised by Chambers , is YUMYUMMY (8) probaOly to be
found in the Bunier stories. It is tempting to coin ones own Double-Blank words. Some plausible
examples are: HICK-COCK, JIGJOGGING, QUASI'QUIZ qUE' EX-COXCOMBICAL.

Tangle-Tongue

There is of course no one answer to this sort of question, it is more of an exereise of imagination than reason. My answer is: /t wos Left-handed Lofty, the shifty si.fted thtstle lifter who lifted
the sievefut of erstwhile tnsifted thistles that Theophilus Entwistle, the officialunsifted thistle
sifter sie'ved,! Back in G&P Journal - 1, pl4, in discussing verse forms,.I^omitted to make the point
that alliteration, assonaiGEd'ffime are aural rather than visual - different letters can represent
similar sounds. A'verse-formrthat emptoys-aFteration and frffince, but may avoid rhythm and
rhyme, i.e. regularity of structure, is the tongue-twister.

Word-Lodder Ancgrams
By Len GORDON
The following are the word-ladder anagrams that L.G. has found, using a computer and an
8200 word list, made mostly from the Official Scrabble Players Dictionary.
C HE A T - C L E A T-B L E A T-B L E ST-B L A ST-BE A ST-L E A ST-L E A S H-LE A C H.TE A C H
E STE R-E A TE R-TA TE R-TA TE S-TA R ES.TA R N S-TE R N S-TE R N E.T E R SE
L A RG E-M A RG E-M E R G E-V E RG E-VE N G E-VE N A E-VEN A L-RE N A L*RE G A L

TRIPS-TRIPE-TRIN E-THIN E-SHIN E-SPIN E-SPIRE-SPIRT
STOUT-SHOUT-SH OTT-SH OTS.SO OTS-TO OTS-TOUTS
P ORTS.P OUTS-P OU RS-SOU RS-SP U RS-SP U RT-SP O RT
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Crossword 6. SOLUTION
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Roger MUSSON asks:
lVhat have the following
four words got in common?

25

26
:l

ACROSS
04. Attic wisdom I do without for a Joke. (9)
08. Zoo's trichoptera gets the bird. (?)
09. First victory in rent-returns to rnerchant. (7)
10. Be unwholesome saiilt, related to father. (8)
11. In best Art - less shock. (7)
12. Coarsen all by display of weaponry. (7)
13. Complex in car city. (9)
L7. Flung feet about, beaming brightly. (9)
22. Look in the face, aim whip, or Just say 'heel'. (3-4)
23. Claud, R.A., out for the count. (7)
24. Unclassified and overcast. (8)
25. Engineer Amir led astray. (7)
26. Ant-like emitter. (7)
27 . Sounds like a ticking off in the Zttrich UndergrounOS (g)
DOWN
01. See them oust a cheat for too much lip! (9)
02. Composer returning Arts to South America? (7)
03. Pub in transept can't fail. (7)
04. Crossed when baulked or out of touch. (5,4)
05. Upbraid thrice or chirp nervously. (?)
06. Gemts value got back in catts-eye opacity. (8)
07. Surfacing, she will account for it shortly. (7)
t4. ET back for a close encounter of the fourth kind?
15. Sailors chest many waves. (9)
16. Note maker of lime curd. (8)
18. Fire pot in visage. (7)
19. No legal ale long ago Nell (lone gal): all gone
-to sea, selveral times over! (?)
20. Fears of wrongdoing in backstiding saint. (?)
21. Place of shame linked with rat-pack. (Z)

INDEF'ATIGABLE
HIJACK
HYMNODY
STUPID

And can you find any
higher-order examples?

Shuffle-Lrnk

I

SOLUTION
D E V I L
o A
R
O U T E R
P
E
E
_s € R V E

Sttuffle-Ltnk 2
By Loretta BRUCE

(q-t-4)

Shuffle round the letters
of each of the six words
listed below, to f orm six
different words (anagrams).
Then fit them into the grid,
as in a normal crossword.
AIMED CHEAT DREAD
MELON STEAL THORN
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MATHEMATICAL A"RT
The first two patterns here are given to show that the pattern resulting from the application of a growth-rule, proceeding step by step in stages, is not necessarily of the unpredictable
ortfractal-kindr.such as were illustrated in earlier issues, but can be perfectly regular.

SQUARE FLOWER

Starting from a central square' the
sides are extendedr curving to meet
at f our new points that are the corners
of a larger square resulting in a type
of octuple spiral a pattern grown
by a process of tcontinuous extensiont.

CROSS-EYED OWL

From a central spot a single ttwigt grows
upwards. Thereafter f rom any free
twig end two new twigs grow at right
angles until they are of unit length
or meet another part of the growth.
Growth ends when the initial point
is reached once again.

LATTICE OF CIRCLES

Starting f rom a central unit circle,
at each stage circles are drawn centred
at the nearest unused lattice points,
to touch the existing pattern. The result
is a very si m ple regular pattern, not
at all complex or torganiet.

STREWBERRY FIELDS

Seeds are planted at regular intervals
(of 4 + 3l\/2 units) apart. Each grows
f our shoots at right angles, then each
of these branch out in pairs of shoots
at right angles. Shoots only grow if
they have room to reach f ull (unit)
length, without m eeting an existing
part of the growth.

